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—“THAT THY WAY MAY BE KNOWN UPON EARTH, THY SAVING HEALTH AMONG ALL NATIONS.”
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sinner, the oyster-woman and the philosopher;
of the favor of their Maker: which brought them 200 or 300. Your house will accommodate even the blood and obedience of God’s co-equal he gratefully felt, hut whose neglect of eternal things had
exceited within him deep concern, he discovered the most
GOOjust
as
well
as
300;
and
your
minister
can
within reach of the lash of the Articles, and
Son.—Ryland.
AN ASSOCIATION OF CLERGYMEN.
affecting anxiety. “O sir,” he would say, even when he
proved them favorers of the popish doctrines of preach tothe larger number just as well. Nay,
had scarcely any power to speak; “O sir, you take much
grace of congruity and grace of condignity.— a full audience would give him new courage and
GEORGE W MYERS, PRINTER.
BIOGRAPHY.
thought for my body, permit me to take thought for your
But the Oxford Tracts get at the same practi call out more fully all the powers of his mind,
soul.”
and all the resources of his knowledge in divine
cal
result
in
a
more
refined
and
less
assailable
DEDICATION HYMN.
From the New York Review.
manner. They do not speak of merit, or mak things. In order that theword maybe wiselyand
His sufferings during his illness, were at times very
BY N. P. WILLIS.
MEMOIR OF REV. J. W. FLETCHER.
ing ourselves worthy of justification or of good faithfully presented before so many, your house
acute and diversified: but he was raised completely above
The perfect world by Adam trod,
works helping out the righteousness of God in is in the midst of a large population. Two or
CONCLUDED.
them. Mrs. Fletcher describes him as bearing all with
Was the first temple built to God,
Christ for effecting it; all which may be very three hundred persons, within three miles of it,
We now come to the closing scene. For such unutterable patience as no one, unless he were pre
His fiat laid the corner stone
safely disallowed, and justification predicated might attend regularly from Sabbath to Sabbath some weeks he seems to have felt a persenti- sent, could possibly conceive. If at any time she spoke of
And heav’n its pillars one by one.
to be ot faith, and not of works, by attaching who now never or rarely attend public worship ment that it was at hand, and that he was draw his sufferings, he would only smile, and intimate his in
it to baptism, in virtue ofthe faith of tile church any w here.
ing near to the eternal world. “1 know not ward tranquility and joy.
He hung its starry roof on high—
Now consider your stewardship. Look at a how it is,” said he to Mrs. Fletcher, “but I have
and not of the recipient; after which, having
His general attainments in divine things had long been
The broad illimitable sky ;
thus lulled the Protestant ear, we may com question in Christian economy. You are to do a strong impression, death is near us, as if it of a very exalted kind- His uncommon power over sin,
He spread its pavement, green and bright,
all
the
good
jou
can
with
your
funds.
That
is
mence upon a system of as direct pharisaism
were to be some sudden stroke upon one of us.
And curtain’d it with morning light.
and self-justification as any popish devotee could you are not only to use all your property to And it draws out all my soul in prayer, that we his habitual recollections, his uninterrupted communion
desire, hoping to get to heaven by the obedience some good purpose, but you must see that your be ready. Lord prepare the soul thou wilt call. with God, together with his extensive enjoyment of the
The mountains in their places stood,
which the grace of baptism enables us to per money goes as far as possible in doing good.— And, O stand by the disconsolate one that shall graces and consolations of the Holy Spirit, had, for many
The sea—the sky—and “all was good
form,
whilst rising to an elevated station of spir It is not faithful stewardship to give a poor man be left behind.” He died as he had lived with years, marked him out as a Christian of no ordinary stand 
And when its first few praises rang,
itual
excellence
by fasting, and observing saints a Bible worth $5, when one costing only
his armor on, doing his Master’s work. Al ard. But towards the close of his life he was in the habit
The “morning stars together sang.”
days, and giving alms, and receiving—not the would answer his purpose just as well, and though he had been for some days laboring un of expecting a yet greater fullness of spiritual enjoyments.
“elements of bread and wine,” “in remembrance leave you enough to supply four others in the der a severe cold and fever, yet, when Sunday The following lines, expressive of his desires, were fre
Lord, ’tis not ours to make the sea,
of” Christ, but—his very body and blood, con same way. It is not good Christian economy to came, no persuasions could prevail upon him quently uttered by him as the language of his ardent
And earth, and sky, a house for thee ;
veying opus operatum virtue even to the insen suffer the expenditures for public worship in to stay from church. “It was the will ofGod,” mind: —
But in thy sight our off’ring stands—
“Stretch my faith’s capacity
sible:—any thing, in short, to set aside what your society to be limited, in their benefits, to he said, “that he should go,” and he assured
An bumbler temple “ made with hands.”
Wider and yet wider still;
Professor Pusey censares “a certain class” of 300 souls, when a little efforts might extend his wife and friends, that God would strength
Then with all that is in Thee
We cannot bid the morning star
divines for urging as the ground of a sinner’s them to 600.
en him to go through the duties of the day:—
My soul forever fill.”—Eph. iii. 19.
It is thought worth the while and indeed is a
hope; “the appropriation of the merits and
To sing how bright thy glories are ;
“lie began the service with apparent strength, but be
And in answer to these, his pious breathings, lie seem
Christian duty in which you readily engage to
righteousness of our blessed Redeemer.”
But, Lord, if thou wilt meet us here,
But do the Oxford Tract writers suppose that support public worship in a feeble parish where fore he had proceeded far, his countenance changed, his ed, for a short time previous to his death, to have lived
Thy praise shall be the Christian’s tear.
the Protestants of England will be soothed with but 150 or 200 attendants can be expected.— speecli faultered, and lie could scarcely keep himself from within the very precincts of the celestial world.
Mr. Mc’Alpin, with his usual felicity of expression, thus
the mere rejection of an unpopular, objection You think this abundantly worth an annual ex fainting. The congregation was greatly affected and
THE OBSERVER.
able word; or consider that Professor Pusey penditure of $500 or $600. It is on this prin*> alarmed; and Mrs. Fletcher, pressing through the crowd, adverts to this, his happy and triumphant state of mind:
satisfies the stipulation of his subscription to the ciple that home missions are sustained. A so earnestly entreated him not to persevere in attempting what “A few days before his dissolution he seemed to have
From tiie (London) Christian Observer for March, 1837,
Articles of the Church of England; or admits ciety, for instance, can rise $400, including the was so evidently beyond his strength; he recovered, howev reached that desirable point where the last rapturous dis
VIEWS OF THEOLOGY IN THE CHURCH OF the doctrines of grace, because he agrees to the cost of the house, per annum, towards the sup er when the windows were opened; and exerting himself coveries are made to the souls of dying saints. Roused
ENGLAND.
miserable substitution of “capable” for “wor port of public worship; but needs $100 more against the mortal illness which lie felt, he went through as it were, with the shouts of angels, and kindled into rap
The system which some years since was ex thy?” Or is it sufficient to tell the world that in order to secure the object. It is cheerfully the service, and preached with remarkable energy. Mer ture with visions of glory he broke forth into a song o f
erting a deadly influence upon the Church of you believe the doctrine ot justification by faith given; and in consequence the gospel is preach cy was the subject of his discourse, and while he expatiated holy triumph, which began and ended with the praises of
England, till God was pleased in his mercy to when you mean something quite different from ed from Sabbath to Sabbath to an audience of on this glorious attribute of the Deity, its unsearchable ex- God’s unfathomable love. lie labored to declare the se
revive the doctrines of the Reformation among that which the expression conveys to a Protes 150 or 200 perhaps. Compare this with the ent, its eternal duration, and its astonishing effects, lie er et manifestations lie enjoyed; but his sensations were too
us, was to the following effect. Man was ac tant ear; something quite different from that good that may be done,at comparative little ex eemed to he raised above all the fears and feelings of hu
knowledged to have lapsed from original righte which the whole body of the Reformers meant pense in your own town. And 200 from among manity. His appearance and manner gave an irresistable powerful for utterance; and after loohiny inexpressible
ousness: but being renovated in baptism, lie is by it; something which indeed enables you to those who now neglect public worship to the influence to li is words, for his hearers plainly saw that the tilings, he contented himself with calling upon all around
him to celebrate that adorable love which never can be ful
placed on a new footing of obedience, power sign the Articles that relate to it—not indeed number of attendants at your owr. meeting and hand of death was upon him.
ly comprehended, nor adequately expressed. This trium
being given him for the due practice of virtue so in their “plain and full meaning,” but upon the nearly as much good will probablyresult as from
As soon as lie had finished his sermon, he walked to the phant frame of mind was not a transient feeling, but a
that he becomes entitled, under the conditions ground that to a person baptized in infancy, building a new meeting house, and hiring a
of the new covenant,to the rewards of salvation. there has never been a period of moral respon minister to preach in it to the same number of communion table. Here the same affecting scene was re state that lie continued to enjoy, with little or no discerni
The whole hinge of the controversy was whe sibility before justification, so that, practically persons. The expense in money will be com newed with additional solemnity. Tears started from ev ble interruption, to the moment of his death. While lie
ther mankind is justified by faith or by works; speaking, they are mere waste paper? We paratively trifling. A little, perhaps a good ery eye, and sighs escaped from every breast, while his possessed the power of speecli, he spake as one whose lips
and the asserters of this system boldly main ought, however, to add, injustice both to Pro deal, of faithful Christian effort may be needed; people beheld their minister offering up the last languid had been touched with a live coalfrom the altar; and when
tained that we are justified by our good works; fessor Pusey and to the Reformers, that though but such effort brings its own reward. It is a remains of a life that had been lavishly spent in their ser deprived of that power his countenance discovered that
grace having restored us in baptism to a state the Article on Justification by Faith is griev benefit to him that makes it. Such labors are vice. In going through this last part of his duty he was he was secretly engaged in the contemplation of eternal
of acceptance with God, through the atone ously opposed to the Oxford Tract system, and the very means that God has ordained for the frequently exhausted, hut his spiritual vigour triumphed tilings.”
ment of Christ, and placed us in a condition, was expressly designed as a “protest” against perfection of the Christian character. To give over his bodily weakness. At length, after having strug “Thus passed away the first six days of Mr. Fletcher’s
through the Holy Spirit aiding our virtue to live those very doctrines of the Church of Rome money is comparatively easy; to give personal gled through a service of some hour’s continuance, he was illness. On the following Sunday, earnest supplications
as Mr". Newman expresses it in his sermon, “free j which these Tracts advocate: and though Pro- self-denying labors for the good of others, and supported, with blessings in his mouth, from the altar to were offered up, in the house of God, for his recovery,
from sin,” so as to entitle ourselves to heaven ; ! fessor Pusey considers that article as having that, not because they are your friends or kin the chamber, where he lay some time in a swoon, and whilst an air of solemn sadness pervaded the whole village.
and the contrary doctrine of free justification been the cause of infinite mischief, by leading dred but because they are men for whom Christ from whence lie never walked into the world again.”
Hast' messengers were seen passing to and fro with anx
through the redemption that is in Christ applied I to “the widest Antinomian doctrine,” yet that, died—this involves a disciplinary process some
What a scene would this be for a painter, ious inquiries and confused reports; and the members of
by faith, was asserted to be hostile to morality, i upon the whole—bountiful concession for an times severe, but always salutary.
who could fully realize all the deep solemnities
and a false deducation from certain ill-under Oxford Professor to the glorious eleventh Arti
You may object that the neglectors of pub which attend it! The old parish church, gray every family awaited, with trembling expectation, the issue
stood expressions in the writings of Sf. Paul. cle of the Anglican Church—it was “innocent- lic worship will not be persuaded by you. Did with the flight of centuries, within whose walls of every hour. After the evening service several of the
If any of our readers will turn back to our I ly intended ! !” Well, if wehave an article which you ever try? Have you tried faithfully, per- “tire rude forefathers of the hamlet” had for poor who came from a distance, and were usually entertain
early volumes, they will see that such was the has encouraged the wildest antinomianism, it is severingly, prayerfully, and with Christian love many generations worshipped, and around ed under his roof, lingered about the house, and at length
aspect of the discussion at that period, and that at least some comfort to learn that our Refor to persuade all within your reach? If one re which they were gathered to their last resting expressed an earnest desire to he permitted once more to
even the most popish phrases were not spared mers, with all their errors, meant well.
fuses, another may yield. You have truth on place—the pastor, bowed down with toil more behold their expiring pastor. Their request was granted.
in exhorting men “to endeavor to merit the fa
But see how the Tract writers are contradic your side. All that is holy and worthy in than with years, rallying his wasting strength; The door of his chamber was sat open: directly opposite
vor of their Creator by an uniform course of ted out of their own lips. First, they state the universe is with you and against him. His once more to pronounce a blessing on his flock, to which, he was sitting upright in bed, unaltered in his ap
obedience to his commandments.”
their belief in the doctrine of justification by own permanent and dearest interests, and his yet sinking in the attempt,and crowding around pearance; and as they slowly passed along the gallery, one
At length, however through the mercy of God faith; no clergyman will now dare in print to de own conscience, plead with you. You may him, his weeping, awe-struck people, “sorrow by one, they paused at the door, with a look of mingled
more scriptural opinions began widely to pre ny it. Secondly, they set it aside to all prac be strong in the Lord while engaging on such ing that they should see his face no more,” supllihaiion and anguish.
vail, so that even those who still held the anti tical purpose by saying that our justification an errand. The truth will prevail and you are all con,bine, to constitute a touching scene
“A few hours after this affecting scene, he breathed his
evangelical system just described, felt them was effected in baptism, after which we are in the service of the truth. Plead in the spirit which it does the heart good to look upon. We last,without a struggle or a groan. At the moment of his
selves so much goaded, though not convinced, placed upon quite a different footing. Thirdly, of one who knows himself right, and who would see the best and holiest feelings of our nature, departure, Mrs. Fletcher was kneeling by his side: a do
by citations lrom Scripture,and from the Articles they assert that this is the doctrine of the Ang tain save from its state of peril an immortal soul pouring,themselves forth without alloy from any mestic who had attended him with uncommon assiduity
and Homilies, and Reformers, and Hooker, and lican Church. But, fourthly, when they open and [you will probably succeed beyond your thing selfish or degrading. We behold the \yas seated at his head* and his respected friend, Mr. Gil
Sedker, and Horsley,* and Barrington: that upon the eleventh Article, which teachers that, hope.— Ver. Chron.
Christian minister’s proudest earthly reward, pin, was sorrowfully standing near his feet. Uncertain
they found their former position not tenable, “we are justified by faith only,” instead of say
the bitter tears of those, to whom he has been whether lie had actually expired, they pressed near, and
and a new one was to be chosen. The words ing, “You see how clearly our view is confirm
SECRET DEVOTION.
a spiritual father,flowing inrestrained, because hung over his bed in (lie attitude of listening attention.—
“merit” and “entitle” were acknowledged to ed by the plain meaning of the Article,” they
It is important that you should have stated the time of his departure has come. But co His lips had ceased to move; and his head was gently sink
be objectionable: nor could the doctrine that we proceed to lament that the Article, in so assert seasons for secret prayer. Without this, it will pious as have already been our extracts from
are justified solely through faith.be denied to ing, has led to popular error, and countenanced be exceedingly difficult, if not impossible to be the work, we feel that it would be injustice to ing upon his bosom. They stretched out their hands, but
be Scriptural and Anglican; some degree there Antinomianism. It is, evident, therefore, from faithful in the discharge of duty. In every pur our readers, not to carry them into “the cham his warfare was accomplished, and his happy spirit had ta
fore of verbal accuracy was introduced, but the their own confession, that it does not give their suit of life, system is all impo-tant to ensure ber where the good man meets his fate,” and ken its everlasting flight. Such was the end of this emi
system itself was not amended. No: our justi meaning of “justification by faith;” indeed, we success. Prayer must be a part of our business. permit them to listen to the last testimony of nently holy and laborious son of God, who entered into
his rest on the evening of Sunday, August 14, 1785, in the
fication (or rather our first justification, as Bi need scarcely remark that there is no allusion Communion with God must be the essential du this departing Christian:—
fifty-sixth year of his age.”
shop Bull, one of the Oxford Tract oracles, did to baptism in it; and we might retort, and say, ty of every day.
“The death bed of this excellent man presented to those
not hesitate with the Church of Rome to call that if, instead of predicating justification of a
Such was Mr. Fletcher of Madeley; “a man
Set apart some portion of the day in which who were permitted to witness it, a scene equally instruc
it) was of faith, but being once justified, our true and lifely faith—a faith which worketh by you can withdraw for a few moments, with the tive with any part of his previous life. As the mercyofGod, of heavenly temper; a saint, in the ancient and
salvation (or,as the,papists call it our second jus love, and is fruitful of good works—it had taught least difficulty, and perseveringly adhere to through Christ, was his delightful theme while in health, high sense of the term; whose enthusiasm was
tification) was of works. Here then, we had as these Tracts do, that a person living in the your resolution.—This is a point which requires
entirely unmixed with bitterness, and whose
popery disguised, or rather openly flaunting in most awful profligacy, is, in virtue of his bap more decision than is generally supposed. But sojvas it now his support and consolation in death. His re life and death were alike edifying.”* Having
Protestant garments. Justification by faith tism, a justified person, through the faith of be decided. Determine that you will serve liance was not placed in any state of Christian experience deeply imbibed the spirit of the earliest and
to which he had arrived, nor in any habit of consistent ho
was not, indeed, denied, but it was superseded; the Church imputed to him for righteousness; God, whatever else you must neglect.
best days of our faith, when the line separating
liness in which he had been enabled to live, it was founded
for, as Protestant Professor Pusey, concurring and that, as Mr. Dodsworth expresses it, he
The cultivation of this devotional spirit, is simply and solely on the efficacy of the merits and atone the Christian from the world was more plainly
with popish Bishop Gardiner, (see our note has “the indwelling ofthe Holy Spirit,” and is the first great duty of life. Here must be laid
drawn, he lived diffusing around him on every
number 19,) says: “the Article on Works be accounted by God “a saint,” and “well belov the foundation of your Christian character.— ment of the Redeemer.
side, the influence of his own spirituality. We
Mrs.
Fletcher
mentions
that
he
manifested
peculiar
plea

fore Justification” “does not apply to us” “who ed in Christ,” at the very tinre when he is avow Here must be found the source of all your ef
believe that to him those beautiful lines of Cow
have been born within it, [the Episcopal ing infidel sentiments, or leading a life of licen- forts to do good and to get good. In the si sure during his illness, whenever he repeated or heard the per may with truth be applied;
Church,3 and who were never left to our mere tousness; it would indeed have opened the flood
of the closet as your soul communes with following lines:—
“When one, that holds communion with the skies,
natural powers, having had original sin remitted gates to the wildest,'^tinornianism. And this lence
“While Jesus’ blood through earth and skies
H as filled his urn where those pure waters rise,
God,
will obtain almost supernatural
Mercy, free boundless mercy cries:’’
to us throughhaptism in our infancy,and having consequence is inevitable, for though the Canon strengthyou
And once more mingles with us meaner tilings,
to triumph over temptation and go on
then been justified and cleansed from all sin, of Christ Church, the Fellow of Oriel College your Christian
And that he would frequently add,—“Yes, boundless—
’Tis e’en as ifan angel shook his wings;
way
rejoicing.
Do
you
need
ar

Immortal fragrance fills the circuit wide,
and had the grace of Christ given, and fresh the Rector of Fairfield,and the Minister of Marboundless—boundless. ”
That tells us whence his treasures are supplied,”
supplies pledged to us,” that is, to keep our garet-street Chapel, are devout men and full of gument to satisfy you of the truth of these sen
“Mercy’syWZ power I soon shall prove,
timents?
Need
I
point
your
attention
to
the
in

Lov’d with an everlasting love.”
There are indeed, few examples, in modern
selves so free from sin as never to need repen,- good deeds, they cannot prevent the demoral
tance, at least a second time; or to require to izing effect of such 'statements as the above junctions of the Bible; to the example of the
The solicitude which he felt for others during this peri, days, of such unreserved and single-hearted decome again to the blood of the Redeemer, which upon the ignorant and the hardened. A man Saviour; to the habit of the early Christians, od of his own extreme suffering, manifests how largely he votedness to the cause of Christ, as that which
there is no reason to hope will be available, as once told Smeaton, the engineer, that he had and to the testimony of the eminently good of partook of the same mind, which was also in Christ Je is furnished by the life ot the Vicar ofMadely.
it was in our infant baptism. The eleventh Ar discovered a perpetual motion, and wished to every age? This argument, direct and simple sus. Ilis parish, his family, his friends, all shared in his He was “instant in season, and out of season;”
ticle, says Ur. Pusey, “does not speak of a state show, by what a nice adjustment of wheels, and and conclusive as it is, is still unnecessary. The sympathies, and in his dying prayers. The indigent and “always abounding in the worst of the Lord.”—
in which we ever actually were.” Thus the levers and springs he had attained to this impos mind that sees not the propriety of secret afflicted part of his parishioners, who had so long expe Even his defects were produced by the over
doctrine of “justification by faith” is acknow sible object. Smeaton merely replied; ‘‘De prayer; that feels not the necessity of this con rienced his tender care, still occupied his peculiar attention. flowing of this spirit, which led him sometimes
ledged4 but is superseded by connecting it with pend upon it, gravity will not be cheated.’’— fiding intercourse with its Maker, is beyond the When he could not speak without great pain and difficulty in his schemes for doing good, to infringe upon
baptism. Most of our opponents in our earlier And thus we say, that fallen man gravitates to influence of argument. There are some truths he pathetically cried out, “ O my poor, what will become of those salutary regulations, and restrictions of
volumes were very clumsy men, compared with evil; and if told that he is a “saint” when he is so palp-able that they need only to be stated,
the church, which experience has proved to be
the Oxford Tract writers; they wish to get rid livingasa sinner, he will find in the compli that they may be felt. Are you anxious for my poor?”—and he could only find rest in his tender and necessary. “The ardor of bis zeal,” says his
affectionate
spirit,
by
calmly
committing
them
to
the
Lord.
the
salvation
of
your
soul,
seeking
peace
yet
of the doctrine of Justification by faith, which ment more to lull him than to alarm him. We
biographer, “ever prompting him to the most
they said was 'licentious, and they therefore may add also, that he gravitates to pharisaism, finding none? Frequent your closet. In secret While his pious and endeared wife was kneeling by his extensive usefulness, did not stop to calculate
affirmed that works were “concluded:” and they to formality, to superstition; to living carelessly prayer lay before God all your sorrows, and all side, with his hands enclosed in hers, he repeatedly strove upon those remote consequences which a more
talked of men rendering themselves “worthy” and making his priest his spiritual proxy; and your desires. There surrender your heart to to comfort her by broken, half articulated expressions of accurate attention to the subject might have
your God, trusting in the atoning sacrifice of tenderness and love. And when the powers of speech fail presented to his mind.” But his whole heart
priests themselves have sometimes gravitated his Son, for pardon of your sins, and you will
ed him, he intimated to her by expressive signs, the happi and soul were wrapped up in his work. His
We surely need not requote any of these passages in towards the assumption of dominion over men’s
if of our statement. Our readers will easily call to faith, instead of being helpers of their joy; and assuredly find peace. He who has said, “ask ness which he felt in his God. At length, calling to his disposition, naturally enthusiastic, would have
and ye shall receive,” will lend an attentive ear aid all his remaining powers, he piously breathed out— made him earnest in whatever he undertook ;
d scores of statements to the effect of the following
t Bishop Horsley : “ That man is justified by faith, all these downward tendencies these Tracts are to your prayer, and will accept the offering of a
but when, in addition to this, were added the
lout the works of the law, was the uniform doctrine of calculated to augment in an accelerating ratio. penitent heart. It is then in the closet that you “Headof the Church, be headof my wife.” Ilis female at
tendant, having said to him, “Oh my dear master, should strong motives of Christian duty, they together
first Reformers. It is a far more ancient doctrine ; it
must commence your journey towards heaven:
gave an impulse to his mind which rendered
the doctrine of the whole college of apostles. It is
PUBLIC WORSHIP.
it is in the closet, that you must daily obtain you he taken away, what a disconsolate creature will my him proof against every discouragement. We
e ancient still; it was the doctrine of the prophets : it
poor dear mistress be,”—lie checked her fears, and at
strength
to
encounter
the
trials
and
the
tempta

You
have
built
a
house
for
public
worship
at
der than the prophets; it was the religion of the patempted to dissipate her doubts, by reminding her, with have often, in perusing his life, thought of the
•chs.” No sound Protestants ever ventured to deny an expense, say of $2,500. You pay your min tions of the way.—Abbott's Patti of Peace.
mingled affection and confidence, that God would he her difference between his character and that of
; yet we should be glad to know how it can consist ister §600. Various incidental expenses amount
David Brainerd. They were equally spiritual
the Oxford doctrine of baptismal justification ; for the
All in all.
In
point
of
acceptance
with
God,
there
is
but
to
$100
more
annually.
Your
minister
preach

diets and patriarchs had not baptism, yet they were jus- I
For his medical attendant also, whose kind assiduities
es from Sabbath to Sabbath, to an audience of one and the same way, for the saint and the
* London Quarterly Review, Oct. 1820, p. 43.
CONDUCTED BY

no

GAMBIER OBSERVER.

The erection of our church has been delayed the Episcopate in England without interfering W17i.
Michigan, the Church and her institutions were Missionary at Ann Arbor, &c., and continued in
three or four months in consequence ofthe fail the duties of those whose bounds were already
planted with judgment and nurtured with charge of it about a year.
marked out. And what do you suppose was the
In the autumn of 1834, the Rev. James Sel ure ofthe mechanic.
care.
object of this restriction ? I will tell you it was
He commenced his ministry in Detroit in Ju krig, of the diocese of New York, removed to
ly, 1824. In November following, St. Paul’s Niles, Berrien county, and continues to act as a FROM THE REV. G. W. COLE, MISSIONARY AT to prevent any collision with the officers and min
TECUMSEH AND CLINTON.
isters of the Church of England who were already
Church in that city was organized under favor successful Missionary at that station. A parish
Tecumseh, January 16, 1837.
appointed to their respective stations and who were
able circumstances. The erection, however, of has been organized and a neat and commodious
There has been a very considerable increase then engaged in the discharge of their duties.—
a church was not commenced till nearly three church is nearly completed.
In the summer of 1835, the Rev. Algernon of interest in our congregation at Clinton. Our And again did not Bishop White solicit consecra
years after: the Government Council House
serving in the mean time as a temporary place S. Hollister, also of the diocese of New York, church is fast gaining favor with the people.— tion as a Bishop in order to discharge the functions
of worship. In this interval the congregation where he had for many years been an efficient The inhabitants of the village generally have of the Episcopal office wholly and entirely within
at Detroit steadily increased in numbers and Missionary, became the Missionary at Troy, contributed very liberally towards purchasing a the boundaries of the United States ? And where
strength. Mr. Cadle also found opportunity Oakland County; and is now laboring with zeal bell for the church.
was the hardship of restricting him by a law, or
Though our regular congregation is still small designating the limits of his spiritual powers when
several times to visit and officiate at Mount and fidelity at that station.
Clemens, in Macomb County, and Pontiac and
The Rev. AddisonjSearle, who had succeed- yet we have a very good proportion of the in he had made his own election of the particular
other places, in Oakland County. Early in the Mr. Bury,at Detroit; having resigned that care, fluence and respectability of that beautiful and spheie in which he was to act? I suppose you
summer of 1827, the congregation of St. Paul’s the clergy, officiating in the peninsula ol Mi thriving village, attending with more and more will allow that circumstances often control our ac
entered, with much zeal, upon the building of chigan at the time ofthe General Convention in frequency upon our services.
tions, and necessity or the operation of causes
The prospects at Tecumseh have not mate o\er which we have little or no control often con
their church; and, a little more than a year af 1835, were the Rev. Messrs. Hollister, Lyster,
ter, had the satisfaction of seeing it completed. O’Brien and Selkrig. The Rev. Geo. W. Cole rially changed. The Sunday school is in a fine us to a narrow and contracted sphere. You
The zealous efforts of the Missionary and his of the diocese ot Pennsylvania, succeeded Mr. highly flourishing state. I am about to make a think it hard that BishopWhite should be restricted
people were at this time much encouraged by Lyster at Tecumseh the following spring.
new effort to bring the plan of weekly offerings to tho limits of the United States; poor unfortu
the kind attentions of the Rt. Rev. Dr. Hobart,
A diocese was organized in Michigan in 1832 to bear more effectually upon my congrega nate man how truly deplorable was his condition.
late Bishop of New York. In the summer of and admitted into union with the General Con tion.
I can furnish you with a more distressing case
1827, he visited Detroit and laid the corner vention in that year.
which has no doubt frequently shocked your exquis
stone of the church: and in August, 1828, he
On the 7th of July, 1836, the Rev. Samuel FROM THE REV. JAMES SELKRIG, MISSIONARY ite sensibilities. The apostle of the Gentiles had
again visited that city and consecrated the A. M’Coskry, D. D., of the diocese of Penn
AT NILES.
a commission to preach to all the world and nobly
cliurch:on both occasions administering the rite sylvania, was consecrated Bishop of Michigan.
Niles, December 5,1836.
he executed the duties of his high office. Yet we
of confirmation. These visits of the Bishop of This was an auspicious event for the infant
We are disappointed in the use ot our church find the great man who had long occupied this
New-York were of essential service to the infant Church in that state. We pray that God may this winter, but hope it will be completed early wide and ample field engaged in his own hired
church in Michigan. They strengthened the give him many years in which he may nurture in the Spring. There are now twenty-two house, straitened in his circumstancesjjand limited
hands of the Missionary, and animated, with that branch of the vine.
communicants on the Nile’s Mission ground.— to the narrow sphere of duty and yet as a preach
new zeal, the flock, gathered together by the
In connection with the sketch of Missionary The services of you' Missionary, although of er of the Gospel he still continued to do his duty
blessing of God on the Missionary’s faithful la labor here given, we have pleasure in speaking an humble order, have been blessed in prepar at Rome while he waited to know what was the will
bors. They served also to keep alive an at of the services of the Rt. Rev. Dr. Chase, who ing the way for the establishment of a number of the Roman power respecting him: “Paul dwelt
tachment to the church and a hope of yet en after his retirement from the diocese of Ohio; of churches. Our friends at Beardsley’s Prai two whole years in his own hired house and re
joying its privileges, even in those who were in 1831, resided in Michigan till his accession rie are anxious to obtain a Missionary who can ceived all that came in unto him. Preaching the
too much scattered abroad to enjoy their imme to the Episcopate of Illinois, in 1835, and min serve them and the little flock at Cleveland, kingdom of God and teaching those things which
diate benefits.
istered in the word and sacraments in many Elkhart County, Indiana. The way is prepar concern the Lord Jesus Christ, with all confidence
During the building of the church at Detroit places through the southern border of the pen ed for a Missionary at St. Joseph’s, in this no man forbidding him.’’ Acts xxviii. 30. 31.
Mr. Cadle, though unremitted in his attention insula.
county. It is important that a Missionary be
Yes by the operation of circumstances the great
to the spiritual wants of his immediate parish,
The correspondence of the Missionaries with sent there as soon as possible. We have had a Apostle was limited to a very narrow sphere of du
“Ilis closet was the favorite retirement to which he con frequently visited and administered the sacra the'Society has exhibited a pleasing view of short and encouraging visit from our Bishop. ty, while Bishop White, was hardly dealt with in
December 28, 1836.
having assigned to him by a law the ivholc. of the
stantly retreated, whenever his public duties allowed him a ments in the adjacent country. The several the friendly and affectionate intercourse of the
places in Oakland and .Macomb counties, in Church in this couiftry with its venerable mo
I suppose our good Bishop has informed you United States according to the confessions of
season of leisure. Here he was privily hidden, as in the
which he had officiated in former years, contin ther the Church of England,through the branch how God opened the hearts of His people to “ecclesia’, as the limits of his spiritual jurisdiction
presence of God; hero he would patiently wait for, or
ued to enjoy his occasional servicesof it existing in the Canadas. Mr. Cadle had receive the word of truth from him on his first and after this he spent his life in tiie discharge of
joyfully triumph, in the loving kindness of the Lord: here
In addition to these, Washtenaw county was been at Detroit but a few months when he was visitation of his diocese. He is'a man whose la duties which were limited by the laws of liis own
he would plunge himself into the depths of humiliation; visited- At Ann Arbor, and other places in
called to officiate at the funeral of the Rector bors I believe God will own and crown with suc Church to the Diocese of Pennsylvania. When
and from hence, at other seasons, as from another Pisgah, that county, he found many scattered members
of Sandwich, Upper Canada, and the inter cess. Have you selected a Missionary for St. the Bishops of the Church of England had conse
he would take a large survey of the vast inheritance which of our communion. The stated services of a
course of our clergy in Michigan with those in Joseph's? The people there are anxious to ob crated Bishop White they no doubt as gentlemen
is reserved for the saints. Here he would ratify his sol Missionary there seemed to be loudly called for Canada, thus begun, seems to have been pre tain one immediately; so also are the people at
and as brethren engaged in the same holy cause,
emn engagements to God, and here, like the good king and a prospect of much usefulness to be pre served by the frequent exchange ol official ser. Edwardsburg, Beardsley’s Prairie, and Cleve
congratulated him oil his elevation to the Episco
Hezekiah, lie would spread the variom circumstances of sented.
In the spring of 1828, St. Andrew’s vices and other good offices.
land. These last named places, if connected pal office and sincerely wished him God speed.—
his people at the feet of their common Lord. In all cases Church, Ann Arbor, the second parish in Mi
There is much devotedness to the cause of will make a good field for Missionary labor.
They did not-dream that there was any hardship in
March 6, 1837.
of difficulty he would retire to this consecrated place, to chigan, was organized, and renewed solicita Christ and his Church among the leading lay
Bishop White’s being confined in the exercise of
tions
were
made
fora
missionary
to
be
station

I rejoice to inform you that our congregation his spiritual powers to the boundaries of the Unit
men of Michigan. The single parish at De
ask counsel of the Most High.- and here, in times of un
common distress, he has continued during whole nights in ed in that county. Whatever nursing care, it troit, in 1836, contributed more than $1,000 at this place is gradually increasing. As soon ed States, while they themselves were confined to
was said, should be extended to it, would be to the funds of the Domestic Committee. That as the church is finished, my services will be the limits of Dioceses which only embraced a few
prayer to God.”
amply repaid in the enlargement and prosperi of Monroe and other have also given cheerfully required here the whole of (lie time, unless the counties. Nor did Bishop White ever make any
Intimately connected with this was his con ty of the Church, and by the foundation which according to their ability.
Committee shall think it best that I should give complaint of any hardship, nor did we ever hear
stant watchfulness. He always lived with the would be laid for the permanent support of the
Several parishes have been organized within a part of them to the destitute congregations in of there being any hardship-in the case till “ecc/econsciousness resting on his mind, that he was principles of truth and order.
a few months, and many important positions for this region, till other Missionaries shall be ap sia” in his zeal to enlighten us poor Episcopalians
in the presence of God. It was what he called
A further evidence of the usefulness of the building up the Church and diffusing the know pointed to take the charge of them. O that inafa the great and important discovery. And this
“continuing in a recollected frame.” Thus he services of Mr. Cadle and of the blessings which ledge of the Redeemer are calling for Mission God would send forth more laborers into his
limitation or restriction founded on sound policy
was never off his guard. The imagination had attended them, was shown in the organization, aries.
vineyard! I believe our church will yet exert and expediency is to strip the Church of England
no power to lead him astray, or to cause his in the spring of 1829,of St. John’s Church, Troy,
a
great
and
good
influence
upon
the
inhabitants
The Bishop, in removing to his diocese in
of her apostolic character and utterly destroy her
heart to wander. “Every thought was brought Oakland County. This parish as well as that August, 1836, took with him the Rev. Samuel of this western country.
claim to be considered as an original churth of
into captivity to the obedience of Christ.” The of St. Andrew’s, was encouraged by the Mis Marks, and the Rev. II. F. M. Whitesides, of
Christ, believe it who can, does “ecclesia” him
world could gain no advantage over one so well sionary to assemble statedly for divine service the diocese of Pennsylvania, and has since ad
self believe it? lie cannot for one moment believe
THE
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aware of its delusions, and so vigilant in shun conducted, in his absence, by a lay reader.
mitted two gentlemen to the order of Deacons.
such a monstrous absurdity without losing
ning them. He seemed, indeed, to act in the
In the spring of 1829, Mr. Cadle intimated to
The following are the clergy officiating in
GAMBIER, WEDNESDAY, MAY 21, 1837.
claim to the possession of reason and common
spirit of that sentiment of Archbishop Leighton the Society a desire to retire from his station;
sense.
“Our only safest way is to gird up our affec to which the Society acceded with the less re the state of Michigan.Rt, Rev. Samuel A. M’Coskry, D. D. Bi
The next position which you have advanced
Missions in Ohio.—The Treasurer of the Mis
tions wholly. When we come to the place of luctance since they had already turned their at
our rest, we may wear ’our long white robes at tention towards him as a suitable.person to be shop, and Rector of St. Paul’s Church, De sionary and Education Committee of the Diocese winds up with a falsehood. “Hence” you say “an
American Bishop going into the Biitish Dominions,
full length, without disturbance; for no unclean placed at the head of their establishment at troit.
deems it proper to state that there are at present is prohibited not only from exercising his office as a
Rev. D. J. Burger, Officiating at Kent.
thing is there; yea, the streets of that New Jer Green Bay. In carrying this desire into effect
Rev. G. W. Cole, Missionary at Tecum no funds in his hands for the above object. Ap Bishop, but even preaching: nor is a priest or dea
usalem are paved with gold.”
in the ensuing summer, the Missionary had the
propriations have been made by the Committee to con allowed to preach in any Episcopal Church,
Looking at the diligence with which Mr. satisfaction of reflecting that an interesting and seh.
Rev. A. S. Hollister, Missionary at Troy, the amount of six or seven Hundred Dollars, but they are all recognized simply as laymen-,’’ if
Fletcher availed himself of these two instru devoted congregation had been gathered at
you had left out the words “but they are all recog
ments for advancing his spirituality, can we Detroit under his ministry; a church built; par &c.
Rev. S. Marks, Missionary at Ann Arbor, ! which are now due to missionaries, and on the im- nized simply as laymen” you whuld have been safe,
wonder that he “shone as a light in the world ishes organized in the adjacent country; and the
’ mediate reception of which, many of them now but you have asserted in these words what, is un
holding forth the word of life!" And although church in a measure made known and estab &c.
Rev.
J.
O
’
B
rien
,
Missionary
at
Monroe.
-depend for the necessaries of life. Will not the true. To bring this charge home to you it will be
he has ascended to his reward, yet his influence lished.
Rev. Charles Reigiiley, Officiating il t parishes take this matter in hand without delay? — necessary to go back to the time in which the
is not ended. lie has left
No successor to Mr. Cadle was obtained until Ypsilanti.
------------ “One more name with power endow’d,
The appropriations were based on the receipts of American Bishops received tlie Episcopate, from the
a year afterward in the summer of 1830. Dur
Rev. J. Selkrig, Missionary at Niles.
Church of England under the authority of the act
To cheer and guide us onward ns wo press;
ing this interval there was no clergyman in the
Rev. II. F. M. Whitesides, Missionary at last year. Ought either the Committee or the 1 of Parliament which authorized the Bishops of the
Yet one more image, on the heart bestow’d,
peninsula of Michigan; and, as a matter of Constantine, &c.
To dwell there, beautiful in holiness!”
{ Missionary to be disappointed in expectations thus Church of England to give the succession to tho
The following extracts from the reports of foun(jeci? U,et those concerned give the an Protestant Episcopal Church in the United States.
Let his example not be lost «pon us, who are course the cause ofthe Church greatly suffered
Missionaries are subjoined.
still toiling through this earthly pilgrimage.—- by this destitution.
When the subject was in debate in the British
In that year the Rev. Richard Bury, of the
When we read the record of the holy dead who
Parliament the question arose respecting the re
FROM THE REV. II. F. M. WHITESIDES,MISSION
diocese
of
New
York,
became
the
Missionary
at
have passed away, let us gather from their lives
striction which should be placed on the persons who
ARY, AT CONSTANTINE, WHITE PIGEON AND
Detre.it
and
continued
in
the
station
about
three
The Banks.—The Banks in the city of New- should receive ordination from the hands of the
a new argument tor unwearied diligence in our
CENTREVILLE.
Christian calling; and when our hearts are lift years. Mr. Bury was indefatigable in his la
York suspended specie payments on the 10th inst- American Bishops, or if. you please on the Bishops
Constantine, Dec. 24, 1836.
ed up in prayer to that God who strengthen bors, both at Detroit, and through the south
themselves. It was understood that the persons
I left Philadelphia on the 15th of August last in consequence of the deranged state of the cur thus ordained should not be allowed to settle Ji
ed them in all their conflicts, let these appro eastern part oftho Territory, and thus rendered
rency.
This
step
rendered
necessary
by
the
con

to accompany the Bishop of Michigan, to his
priate words of our Liturgy be breathed forth essential service to the Church in Michigan.
In 1830, the Rev. S. W.Freeman, of the dio new field of labor. Under the protection of a dition into which the country is thrown, has been England or in any way interfere with or come into
with our petitions: “We bless thy holy name
competition with those clergymen who were or
for all thy servants departed this life in thy faith cese of Ohio, removed into Michigan and be kind Providence, we arrived safe at Detroit, followed by the Banks in every part of the Union dained for the service of the Church in England.—
and fear; and beseech thee to give us grace so came the Missionary to Ann zkrbor, Dexter where the Bishop detained me a short time till from which intelligence lias been received, includ Nowit is unfortunate for us that the former part
to follow their good examples, that with them and Ypsilanti. In these places and other in the he could obtain the necessary information, as to ing those in our own state.
of the position of “ecclesia” is true while the in
we maybe partakersof thy heavenly kingdom.” vicinity,he officiated for about three years. St. the different points where it would be most ad
ference which he draws from it is entirely false, it
John’s Church, Dexter, St. James's Church, visable to locate Missionaries.
is not the first time however in which a wrong con
Ypsilanti, St. Peter’s Church, Tecumseh, were
For the Gambier Observer.
Having been assigned by him to this field of
MISSIONARY.
organized by him. Mr. Freeman appears to labor, I commenced officiating here on the 11th ON THE CLAIMS OF THE PROTESTANT clusion has been drawn from premises that were
true. Instead of the word “settle” being introhave devoted himself with much zeal to the of September. The services were much better
EPISCOPAL CHURCH.—NO. V.
From the Spirit of Missions.
duced into the act of parliament the word “offici
work intrusted to him, and many good fruits of attended than I had reason to expect. Since
We are compelled to .summon up courage for ate” was introduced and so the effect of it as you
MICHIGAN.
his labors we trust are visible.
that time I have endeavored, as far as practica another conflict with our tortuous adversary who have justly said,to exclude from the reading desk
The region of country now constituting the
About the close of 1831, the Rev. John ble, to officiate in two of the places composing is so fond of jumping at con$J Jfcions. There is
State ot Michigan, was visited by Europeans O’Brien, also of the diocese of Ohio, removed my station every Sunday. These are all at pre yet another reason, (if reason it can be called) and the pulpits of the Church of England all the
about the middle of the seventeenth century.— to Monroe and took charge of Trinity Church sent but small places. At Constantine a church why we have lost all cfait.^o b‘d Wi original church ministers who have been ordained by the American
In 1670, the French commenced the settlement in that place; the parish having been organized has been organized: Constantine and White of Christ. You‘seem willing#b 6 "admit that we Bishops,but then this restriction has nothing to do
with the validity of those ordinations, they are
of Detroit. The country remained in their pos by the Rev. Mr. Bury, a few months before. Pigeon uniting for that purpose. A church were once entitled to this character
and claim and
session about ninety years: then passed into the Mr. O’Brien still continues as a Missionary in will probably be erected during next summer. you are kind enough to acquaint ns with the man undoubtedly true while the other is a question of
expediency. There is a clause in the act of parlia
hands of the English; and finally, at the close this charge, having seen, by the blessing of God
On the 8th of October, the Bishop arrived
of the last century, became a part of the do- a neat church erected, a congregation of con at this place on his visitation. He officiated ner in which we have loat them both.' We ought ment which allows of the ministers of the Protes
mrin of the United States. In 1805, it was or siderable strength gathered in it, and above all here and at White Pigeon the next day, and | to acknowledge this favor with all thankfulness.— tant Episcopal Church in the United States offici
ganized as a lerritory, and continued such, having had the satisfaction of beholding his again at this place on the 12th, to respectable The position is thus stated by my diligent antago ating in the Churches in England if they can ob
with some alterations, till 1836, when it became people steadily growing in grace and manifest and attentive congregations. There appears to nist, who manifests a zeal and pertinacity of pur tain a dispensation from the Archbishop of the
pose worthy a better cause. “But this is not all,
one of the States of this confederacy.
be but one opinion in the Diocese, with respect nor yet the worstTIf it, Jesus Christ cemmissioned Province in which they reside. That is to say it
ing the fruits of the spirit.
The first clergyman of the Protestant Epis
is in the power of the Archbishop of Pork, or
to
the
Bishop;
and
that
is,
that
he
is
just
the
In the summer of 1833, the Rev. W. N. Lyshis Apostles to go into all the world and preach the Canterbury to remove this restriction when appli
copal Church, who settled in the Territory, was
man
wanted.
“ Gospel to every creature.” “But when,“say you cation is made to them if they think proper. We
the Rev. Alanson W. Welton. Mr. Welton be ter, likewise of the diocese of Ohio, removed to
longed to the diocese of New-York, and had Tecumseh, where he resided as a Missionary FROM THE REV. ALGERNON S. HOLLISTER, MIS “the Archbishop of Canterbury was authorized by shall consider this more at length in the next.
the British parliament to consecrate the late Bish
officiated for several years as a Missionary in nearly three years. We contemplate the labors
Pro Ecclesia.
SIONARY AT TROY AND ROME.
op White for the American Episcopate, he was re
one of its Western counties. It 1821 he remov of Mr. Lyster in this "field, with peculiar satis
Troy, January 5, 1837.
stricted in the exercise of his Episcopal office, and
ed to Detroit. In the providence of God he faction. With humble primitive zeal, he de
MISSIONARY REPORTS
I have been kept from the performance of even as a simple preacher of the Gospel, to the
was permitted to exercise his office as minister voted himself, and a portion of his worldly sub
ot the gospel, in that city but a few months stance, to the establishment of the Church at public duties for six weeks by a protracted United States.” And was not the Archbishop of
For the Gambier Observer.
his station, and to the spiritual good of the peo sickness. By the blessing oi God I feel com Canterbury himself restricted and confined to the
when lie was Removed by death.
Piqua, April \§lh 1837.
ple
of
his
charge.
The
Church
at
Tecumseh
pletely restored to health, and am prepared to discharge of his official duties within the limits of
In 1824 the Domestic and Foreign .Missiona
Right Rev. C. P. McIlvaine,—I roost
was
built
during
bis
ministry.
A
parish
was
or
renew my labors with diligence and zeal. I the province of Canterbury* And was not the cheerfully comply with the request of the Mis*
ry Society, having directed its attention to that
portion ot our country, was happy in appoint- ganized at Clinton, and a small chapel was built have visited and held divine service twice on whole of the United States, extending as they sionary Committee of the Diocese to report my
inAt-’e ?rev' Bichard F. Cadle, of the diocese there entirely at Mr. Lyster’s expense, and the Sunday, at Wing Lake, in the town of Bloom then did from Maine to the Mississippi, and from labors in that department. It is now seven
1-'V n °rkl
f'.,st Missionary to Michigan. rent of its pews the first year devoted to Mis field, where I found members of our Church the Atlantic to the Rocky mountains ample field
Mr. Cadle repa,rod
seene of his f’ur£. sionary purposes. Ilis own salary as a Mission in sufficient numbers to make the responses very for the zeal of that holy and devoted man? If months since I commenced laboring the <me
labors ,n the summer otthe same year,and there ary was also expended upon Missionary and well. The congregations were numerous and you are not satisfied with a field so ample as this, fourth of my time in Greenville the seat of jus'
tiee for Darke County, twenty three miles west
served the Church with fidelity ami success for other benevolent objects of Church.*
attentive, and many desired that I should visit then I ask you in conscience what would you be of Piqua. Two years ago our beloved Chiirch
the space ol live years.
In the summer of 1834, the Rev. John P. them again.
satisfied
with?
Where
would
you
have
had
Bish

was almost entirely’ unknown in Greenville.-—
During that time he was the only Episcopa Bausman, of the diocese of Ohio, became the
One Sunday has been spent with the Eng op White stationed when he had received the Epis Six months ago, the prejudices against her were
lian clergyman in the peninsula of Michigan._ .
lish emigrants at Waterford, two at Rome, and copate from the Bishops of the church of England? very strong, but since the people have ga’nec^,
Though residing at Detroit,and chiefly officiat
* Mr. Lyster sailed to bis native country (Ireland/ on a the remainder except when prevented by sick
ing in that city, his valuable labors were ex visit a little more than a year since. We cannot but hope ness, in Troy. I have attended four funerals: Tt is evident that he could not exercise his Episco more knowledge of the Spiritual character el
pal office in England for they had already all the our liturgy, our Scriptural ministry and go*'
pray for his speedy and safe return to this country,
tended to various places in the adjacent coun and
enter again upon a scene of Missionary labor in the one child has been baptized and one adult; Bishops which the exigencies of the church re
eminent, and have heard Jesus Christ and him
try. It is but justice to say that,in his labors in to
west.
J
three have been added to the communion.
quired. lie could not have exercised the duties of crucified faithfully and constantly preached to

in their feelings, and equally devoted to the
great work set before them. In the substan
tial requisites of Christian character it is impos
sible to give the preference to either. An
yet, how unlike were all their mental phases.—
Brainerd was constitutionally depresse an
melancholy, and went through life, mourn
ing the withdrawal of God’s countenance—
Fletcher, on the contrary, was a Christian of
the light and the day." Cheerful by nature, his
religious feelings were of the same character.
His hope seems always to have been ardent, and
his faith undimmed; and when, at last, he was
called to l'O hence, his death was one of unmin
gled triumph. The shout of victory seemed
bursting from his lips, even before he had cast
aside the soiled and dinted armor of his war
fare.
.
•
r
We intended to have given a brief outline of
Mr. Fletcher's character,but the extent to which
we have already been led, fordids it. We trust
too, that it is rendered somewhat unnecessary,
by the ample extracts we have given from his
life.
There is, however, one point, on which we
cannot forbear saying a few words; it is with re
gard to the means by which Mr. Fletcher at
tained so high a degree of spirituality and devo
tion. We remark his moments of elevation and
joy, and envy him the possession of “that peace
which passeth all understanding.” We listen
to his declarations of unshaken ho pe in his dy
ing hour, and the wish involuntarily rises to our
lips, “let me die the death of the righteous,and
my latter end be like his.” Too often, however,
in thus longing for the result, we neglect that
preparatory discipline, which alone can insure
it. We forget the struggles through which he
must have passed, before lie reached so high an
elevation in holiness. But in the case of this
eminent Christian, the means to which he re
sorted are evident. One was prayer;
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them in the Church, their prejudices have been
weakened and ot many entirely removed.
An article of association has been circulated
and now contains the requisite number ot names
to organize a Parish, which it is expected will
soon take place.
Eight children have been dedicated to the
Redeemer of the world, and made members ot
Christ in the ordinance of baptism.
The Lord’s Supper has been administered
once, when five persons were admitted to this
holy sacrament, and sealed their vows of obe
dience to Christ for lire. At no time has there
been so much inquiry about the Church and so
much interest manifested for the establishment
of a branch of it in Greenville as at the pres
ent. The want of a Church edifice has been
and is yet seriously felt. The Court house is
our place of worship, as it is also that of other
denominations. It is confidently hoped that
some steps will soon be taken to erect a small
neat church: there can be no doubt but that
such a step would result in the happiest con
sequences. not only in the permanent establish
ment of the Church in Greenville, but also in
the conversion of sinners, and in building up
the Spiritual Church, or kingdom of Christ in
their hearts.
A small female Association has been organiz
ed to promote the cause of Christ and the
Church, and your unworthy Missionary has
been cheered and encouraged by a very sub
stantial expression of the kind and affectionate
regard of its devoted members.
A Missionary collection has been taken up
amounting to $3 75, and forvrarded to the
Treasurer of the Missionary Societj’ of the Di
ocese.
Your Brother in Christ,
Alvah Guion.
For the Gambier Observer.

To Deerfield, 2 visits have been made. On the
first occasion I baptized an infant, the child of an
English family who have been attached to the
Church of England: on the second visit I attended
the funeral ot an aged Lady, a member of the
same family,and preached on the occasion.
At Lima, a little village to the south of Boardman I have preached twice, many of the inhabitants
here are Germans—but they were sufficiently in
structed in English to understand the service, and
were I heljeve pleased with our ministrations.
To Garretsville a flourishing settlement 16 miles
North from Warren I have made two visits, my
first visit was occasioned by an invitation from a
pious family of Episcopalians, who in the State of
Connecticut had been long favored with the reli
gious advantages possessed by the members of our
communion; they had not heard the service, nor
seen a minister of our church for more than two
years, and they expressed themselves gratified by
an attendance on the services which were held in
the Court House at Warren and subsequently in
their own village on my first visit in November
last, I preached twice and administered the com
munion to 8 pious individuals the members of our
own Church. During the last week I visited them
again and preached twice to large and attentive
congregations. On the next day I preached twice
at Parkman and administered the holy communion
to 25 persons, some of whom were members of
the other religious denominations in the neighbor
hood.
The last place that remains for me to notice is
Warren, this is the county seat for Trumbull coun
ty, and there is every reasonable expectation cher
ished that this place is soon to grow into a town of
considerable importance.
A congregation has been regularly organized
hereby the name of Christ’s church Warren, and
the Vestry have come to the resolution to erect
a church as soon as circumstances will permit. A
quarter of an acre of ground in an eligible situation
has been given to them for that purpose by a com
pany of gentlemen who in consequence of the pur
chase of a large tract of land are interested in the
prosperity and growth of the town of Warren.—
The same gentlemen have also by their agent sub
scribed the sum of one Thousand Dollars to be
paid in Bricks and building materials to aid us in
the great and good work of erecting a Temple in
which we are to praise the God of our salvation.—
May the divine blessing rest upon their labours and
enable them to bring their good intentions into ef
fective operation. The services here have been
well attended, the stated time of service is every
fillh Sunday, consequently on these occasions the
congregation at Canfield or at Boardman are des
titute of ministerial service, and here I beg leave to
remark, that rny people have cheerfully made the
sacrifice in the hope that a congregation might be
raised at Warren, and the lively interest they take
in the services and labors of your missionary enti
tle them to the warm expressions of his gratitude.
I must now bring this report to a close simply
stating that only one of the occasional services of
the Church have been performed at Warren, an in
fant belonging to a family of Irish protestants, who
are attached to'the doctrines and service of the
Church was baptized by me on my last visit. I
beg leave to append to this report a statistical view
of the several services in the different places which
I have visited,
I remain Rt. Rev. and Dear Sir
Very sincerely Yours.
J. L. Harrison.
Canfield, May 3, 1837.
Deerfield, 1 Baptism, ”n infant—1 Funeral
an adult—preached
1
Canfield, 2 infants—1 Marriage—3 Funer
als—
Services
55
Boardman, 1 adult, 4 infants—1 Marriage
2 Funerals, infants,
“
44
Youngstown, 4 children,
“
8
Poland,
“
12
Garretsville, administered communion to 8
Services
4
Parkman
do
25
Services
2
Warren, 1 infant
“
13
Lima
“
2

Mr. John Townsend, Zanesville.
Potter on Church Government, 8vo.
From a Lady.
Townsend’s Chron: N. Testament, with notes 2 vols.
8vo.
By order of the Society,
Charles C. Townsend:
Gambier, May, 13fA 1837.

RELIGIOUS INTELLIGENCE.
The Rev. William Jackson has resigned the rectorship
of St. Stephen’s Church, New York, and accepted a call to
Christ Church, Louisville Kentucky.
We learn that the Rev. Thomas II. Vail has received a
unanimous call to the Rectorship of Christ Church, Cam
bridge^ Mass.) and has accepted the invitation.— Chr. Wit
ness.

Another Missionary Fallen—We have just received
the melancholy intelligence of the death of Rev. David
White, one of the missionaries of the American Board at
Cape Palmas, in Western Africa. Mr; White reached
Cape Palmas on the 25th of December, 1836, and died
January 23d, 1837. Mrs. White was also dangerously
ill, and not expected to recover. The information'reaches
us in a letter dated at Rio Janeiro, Feb. 23d, from the
American Seamen’s Chaplain at that port, Rev. O. MJohnson, who had just seen Dr. Smith, surgeon on board
the brig of war Dolphin then 24 days from the Cape.—
Dr. S. saw Mr. White half an hour before his death, and
kindly visited Mrs. White several times after the death of
her husband,before the Dolphin sailed. Mr. White’s death
was the consequence of labor and exposure in the sun. —N.
Y. Obs.

of the same day there were 43 marriages at that Church,
We learn also that all idea of the expedition against
and on the following day 27 more.—Land. Christian Re Texas is abandoned, and that the troops were on the point
membrancer.
of being disbanded. In every other respect Metamoras
was perfectly tranquil.
State Provision for the Catholic Priests of Ire
From the Bee, April 21st.
land.—At a general meeting of the Roman Catholic Pre
Private letters from Mexico to the 28th ult. confirm
lates, held in Dublin, a short time since, the following
the intelligence of the arrival at Vera Cruz of the French
resolution, respecting a state provision for the Clergy was national brig of war La Badine, the frigate Didon of 64
proposed and adopted—“That, alarmed at a report that
guns, and two other vessels. These vessels are under the
an attempt is likely to be made, during the approaching
command of Capt. Bretomere, and require in the name of
session of Parliament, to make a State provision for the
France reparation and indemnity from the republic of
Roman Catholic Clergy of Ireland, we deem it our im
Mexico. This claim cannot but prove highly embarrass
perative duty not to separate without recording the ex ing at this moment to our neighbor, and render her affairs
pression of our strongest reprobation of any such attempt; still more complicated and critical. The events of the
and of our unalterable determination to resist, by every 11th March were passed almost unnoticed by us, for accus
means in our power, a measure which threatens so much tomed as we have been lo the continual repetition of promischief to the independence of the Irish Catholic Church nunciamentos and revolutions, we have regarded with the
and to the purity of our holy religion in this country.’ — same vision all the events that transpire in that volcanic
Chr. Remembrancer.
country. It appears -however, that a serious crisis is

GENERAL INTELLIGENCE.
DOMESTIC.

The number of Seminaries, universities and literary in
stitutions incorporated by the Indiana Legislature at its
late session is II. Among them are the Indian Asbury
University, to be under the auspices of the Episcopal Meth
odists at Greencastle, Putnam co. the Western Universi
ty and the Peru College Institute.
The entire faculty of the Medical department of Tran
sylvania University, Kentucky for some cause not stated,
has been removed, except Professor Dudley, who is em
powered to select a fresh faculty.— Traveller.
The second trial of R. II. White for burning the Trea
sury has come to a close. The Jury having disagreed,
were discharged, and a trial has been ordered.

Siam—Mr. Robinson writes from Bankok, on the 11th
of November, that the press had been put in operation in
that city, and forwards a copy of the first tract which was
printed, containing an account of the giving of the Law, a
summary of the Ten Commandments, a short prayer, and
a few hymns. This is supposed to be the first printing
ever executed in Siam.—Missionary Herald.

Mr. Webster, left this city on Saturday, on a visit to his
son in Michigan. He proposes, on this occasion, to make
a tour of a portion of the Western States. He will bear
with him the best wishes of his fellow citizens of this
State, and vve doubt not will meet with the cordial wel
come of all intelligent men, wherever he may go.—Boston
Gazette.—(He has reach Whetfling Va.)
A. B. Reading, Esq. of Vicksburg, Miss, has presented
Nestorians--- Under date of November 10th, Mr. Per
kins writes from Oormiah—“ Every thing is quiet here. a two acre lot, worth $10,000, as a site for a college about
Our operations move on without a breath of opposition to be established there.
from any quarter. The most sanguine hopes which we
Quick Work.—Ilow they do things in Rock River (Michi
dared to express on our first arrival have, during the past gan. r-— Not long since, a young man reached a settlement
on Monday, surveyed his ground on Tuesday, built
to obscure our prospect of future success. Days of dark a house on Wednesday, “got married’’ on Friday, moved
ness and reverse may indeed be before us, but it will always home on Saturday, and with his wife, like the rest of the
be in season to report them when they come.
settlers, went to church on Sunday.
Our common foe, the fever, still occasionally attacks some
Prince Napoleon Louis Bonapartehas arrived in this city
of our number, though not as violently as in the summer. and taken rooms at the Washington Hotel. lie will make
My own health is now comfortable, and constantly improv a tour through this country.—TV. Y. Obs.
ing. I fear, however, that my system may never recover
The Evangelist announces that arrangements are nearly
all its former firmness.—lb.
completed for an American Female /Inti-Slavery Conven
Syria.—Communications from Beyroot, bearing dates tion to be held in New York in May next!;!!
as late as November 28tb, mention that the opposition to
The Land Pirate.—William Platt the Magistrate, who
the schools and hooks of missionaries, which had been ex was recently tried in New Jersey for robbing wrecked vescited by the Greek ecclesiastics, had been very violent in sels at Barnegat, has been sentenced by Judge Baldwio to
Syria, especially on Mount Lebanon, during the residence
nine months imprisonment at hard labor, and to pay $750
of some of the families there the previous summer, where fine and costs. The Justice escapes lightly, but it is stat
the people were forbidden to hold any intercourse whatever ed that the sentence was thus lenient out of respect to the
with the missionaries, under the most frightful penalties. recommendation of the grand and Petit Jurors—and the
Some violence was committed, but on the demand of the fact, that the offences which originated these prosecutions,
American consul, the civil authorities interposed and pre had been entirely suppressed.—N. Y. Obs.
vented further molestation, which was threatened. The
The Alexandria Gazette says—Several spots in the sun
schools at Beyroot were again filling up, the female high
—one of them unusually large, have been perceptible for
school then containing twenty-eight pupils, and the high
some days past.
school for boys having fourteen.
From
the
Savannah
Georgian
April 23.
The prospects of the station in Cyprus were very flatter
Latefrom Florida.—We learn from an officer in the steam
ing.—lb.
packet Florida, Capt. Hebbard who arrived this morning
Arkansas Cherokees----Under date of December 5th, from St. Augustine, that all the chiefs, except Powell and
the missionaries at Dwight state that “ There are some Philip, had come in at Fort Drane on the 16th inst: the
things of an encouraging aspect in relation to spiritual day our informant left the station.
things. One individual is propounded for admission to
Philip was to have been in on the 15th. IIis son
the Church, and there is a better attention in the neighbor had been in several times. No person in the army doubt
hood, where Mr. Washburn preaches. A few individuals ed that all the Indians would come in, but many were
are seriously inquiring after the way of salvation. Some of opinion that they would defer longer than is desira
of the professors are becoming more spiritual and prayer ble.
ful. Some of the youth in our schools are very attentive
Micanopy, Jumper, Cloud, et id omne genus were in—
to religious instruction, and very tender in their feelings. Powell is considered in the words of our informant nobody
These things indicate the presence of the Iloly Spirit, and by all the Chiefs. Ho is only a sub-chief, it is now
are, we hope, the harbingers of a glorious revival. For said, and the Indians have pledged themselves to bring
this we pray, and for this we solicit the special prayers of him in by force, if he does not come of his own ac
141 the friends of Christ.—lb.
cord .

The Rt. Rev. C. P. Mcllvainc, D. D. Pres, of
the Miss, and Education Com.of the Diocese of
Ohio.
Rt. Rev. and Dear Sir,—The services of the
last Lord’s day finished the labours of my official
year, and I would here beg leave to record my de
vout thanks to the giver of all spiritual and tem
poral good that he has enabled me to be useful to
my fellow men in preaching the glad tidings of sal
vation which iiis blessed Son came down from
Heaven to purchase for sinners. His mercies shall
be my song, for he has preserved me and brought
me thu3 far on my journey through this wilderness,
and in humble reliance upon his grace I desire to
enter upon the duties of another year with an eye
single to his glory, and a heart in some measure
awake to the realities and the hopes of the life that
is to come. I will begin to report from the time
when my labours commenced,that is in this village
(Canfield.) The Church in Canfield has been raisod by the zealous exertions of a few individuals
whose hearts are interested in the prosperity of
our own Zion, as well as in the extension iof the
Redeemer’s kingdom of grace. The church was
consecrated and set apart for the public worship of
God according- to the rites and ceremonies of the
Protestant Episcopal Church on the 27th Septem
ber 1836 on which occasion Mr. Win. Mitchell M.
D. was admitted to the holy order of Deacons.—
The service has been regularly kept up in this
place on every other Lord’s day With the exception
of every 10th Sunday when my services are given
to the new and promising parish of Christ’s church
Warren.' Tn the village of Canfield there have
been held 51 different services all of which with
the exception of the 2 services held on the day on
which the Church was consecrated have been per
formed by myself. My congregation here however
were favoured on Sunday the 23rd. inst. with the
services of their former minister the Rev. Mr.
Bryan who officiated in the afternoon during my
necessary absence at Warren. The hearts of some
««f my hearers are I trust deeply impressed with
the value of the spiritual privileges of the Gospel
and the attendance on the services of the sanctuary
is respectable and much interest is manifested in
the prosperity of the cause of Christ both here and
in the surrounding neighborhood. The occasional
services of the Church that have been celebrated
here during the past year ate as follows:
Baptisms, 2 Infants, 1 Marriage. Funerals 3,
1 Infant 2 adults. Funds collected for Missionary
MARRIED,
purposes, 9 27, this amount has been paid to the
In Trinity Church, Columbia, by the Rev. P. J. Shand
Treasurer of the parochial Missionary Society and
2 50 collected as “offerings” in the mission Box on the 12th of April, the Rev. W. J. Boone to Miss Sa
have been forwarded to Gambier. The holy com rah, daughter of Chancellor Desaussure.— Charleston
munion has been celebrated here 4 times. The S. C. Gospel Messenger.
number of the communicants is 26. The services
DIED,
which have been rendered at St. James’ Church,
On Friday evening last, after a short but severe illness
Boardman amount to 44. The remarks which
which she suffered with Christian resignation, Mrs. Mary
have been made respecting the attendance on the
services at Canfield apply equally to Boardman, C. Schuckers, wife of J. W. Schuckers Esq. and daughter
they are united under one minister. The females of of Col. John Sloaneaged 29 years, 7 months and 3 days.
This sudden and overwhelming dispensation has thrown
both congregations hold together a monthly mis
a
deep
gloom over a large portion ot our village; and we
sionary meeting, when the latest intelligence oil the
subject of missionary operations in the Church is should do violence to our own feelings, and disappoint the
read, and the religious services on these occasions sympathies of a bereaved community, by withholding our
arc conducted by the minister of the parish, and tribute feeble as it is, to the memory of this much beloved
it is hoped that some spiritual good has resulted and deeply lamented female. To know her was to love her.
from our meetings in the year that is past. This Though cut down in ^rly life, long and affectionately
institution is so excellent in its tendency and re will her memory be cherished by those who witnessed her
sults that I ardently wish that the Ladies in every ripening influence,- and the exercise of the many virtues
parish would feel themselves interested in forming which she possessed; who have seen her living a life of use
similar associations. 1 he Saviour himself has said fulness, among a people who appreciated her worth, and
“It is more blessed to give than to receive.” He who will hallow her' memory.— Wooster Journal.
has also promised that a cup of cold water given
Acknowledgements.
to a disciple in his name shall meet with a reward.
How much greater then will be our reward when we
The Leighton Society of the Theological Seminary
set ourselves to the work of faith and the labor of gratefully acknowledge the following donations to their li
love. When we use our talents and employ our brary.
time in the attempt to spread abroad the triumphs
From Rev. Wm. A Smallwood,Zanesville.
of a Saviour’s grace. When wc are engaged in
Lowth on Hebrew Poetry, 8vo. Drew on the Resurrec
the benevolent task of feeding the hungry with th® tion 8vo. Latimer’s Sermons, 2vol. 8vo.
bread of life and pointing the attention of the
Rev. Wm. Preston, Columbus.
thirsty to the waters of salvation. The occasion
Gibbs Manual Heb. Lexicon, 8vo. Stuarts Hebrew
al services in this congregation have been,
Grammar, 8vo. Stuart’s Hebrew Chrestomathy 8vo. Stu
Baptisms, 1 adult 0 infants. 1 .Marriage—Fu art’s Study, 8vo. Biblia Sacra, 4to.
nerals 2 Infants. The Holy Communion has been
Rev. B. P. Aydelotte, Cincinnatii
administered 4 times. The number of the com
Elements of Logic 8vo.
municants at Boardman and at Poland is 28.
Rev. B. I. Haight, Cincinnati.
The services at Poland have been 12. princi
Biblia Sacra, Vulg. Ed, -Ito. Clerici Harmonia Evan
pally at the School House on Wednesday eve gel ica, 4to.
nings.
Rev. Ethan Allen, Dayton.
At, Youngstown also, 8 services have been ren
(Robinson’s) Scripture Characters, 8vo. White on Bap
dered. This as your Committee have been informed
is a beautiful and tiourishing village on the Alahon tism, 8vo. Edwards on Infant Baptism, 12mo. Sacred
ing river 9 miles to the North Bast from Canfield. Dialogues, 12mo. Abbadie on the Divinity of Christ,
This,will no doubt become a place of considerable I2mo.
Col. Johnson, Piqua.
trade, the canal which is to run through it will
Rudd on the Humanity of Christ 8vo.
cause the village tn increase when it is completed.
Mr. Kinney, Portsmouth.
It is probable that, the canal will be open in the
bourse of the ensuing year. In this village 6 chit- j Buck’s Theological Dictionary 8vo. Abercrombie on
dren have been baptized.
the Catechism, 8vo-

Gen. Jesup had issued an order to a portion of the
China.—Letters have been received from Canton of as
troops, to the effect, that if the Indians continued to make
late date as December 10th. A proclamation had been is
their cattle a pretext for not coming in, to sally forth and
sued, declaring that certain foreigners would he expelled
destroy them.
from Canton before the 7th of December, and imposing
On the 15th inst. a large party of Indians was to leave
other restrictions relative to the time which foreigners
Tampa, in transports for the West.
might remain there, etc.; none of which decrees had been
A portion of the Army will probably be detained in
carried into effect, nor were expected to be.— lb.
Florida, at healthful positions during the summer, should
The Rev. Messrs. Minor and Payne, expect to sail from all the Indians not come in.
Gen. Jesup is, we are gratified to learn, ?hdefatigablc in
Baltimore to Cape Palmas about the Middle of May.—
his exertions, and stands high with the army under his
Mr. Payne has just completed his tour through several
command.
parishes in Connecticut, for the purpose of presenting the
claims of his Mission and making collections__ Spirit of
FOREIGN.
Missions.
From the New Orleans Bee, April 20.

Roman Catholics in the United States__ From areport of Bishop England, of Charleston, to the Archbish
op of Vienna, translated for the New York Observer, we
compile the following table of the relative Protestant and
Roman Catholic population of the United States, as esti
mated by the writer in 1833.
States.
Whole Pop. 1830. R. Catholic.
1- Maryland, Columbia and
Virginia
1,697,737
74,000
1,960,015
2. Six New England states
15,000
3. New York and half of
New Jersey
2,073,897
80,000
4. Pennsylvaaia, Delaware
1,584,711
and half of New Jersey
100,000
1,373,766
22;000
5. Kentucky and Tennessee
499,157
13,000
6. Indiana and Illinois
352,596
132,000
7. Louisiana and Mississippi
8. North and South Carolina
. 1,836,432
and Georgia
11,000
9. Ohio, Michigan, and
North-West Territory
983,807
40,000
170,467
30,000
10 Missouri and Arkansas
343,931
11 Alabama and Florida
8,000
12,876,607 525,000
From this estimate it appears that the proportion in the
valley of the Mississippi was 245,000 Roman Catholics to
3,723,725 Protestants, or about one-fifteenth; in the re
maining part of the United States 280,000 Roman Cath
olics to 9,152,882 Protestants, or less than one-thirtieth__
S'. S. Journal.

Baptisms and Marriages at Manchester___ On
Christmas-day the extraordinary number of 204 children
were baptized at the Collegiate Church. On the morning

Latest from Mexico__ By the arrival of the schooner
Cumanche from Metamoras, we have received our regular
files of the Mercurio; they contain nothing interesting from
the interior.
Private letters and verbal reports of passengers by the
Cumanche announce that the army nt Matamoras was in
the most deplorable condition, without provisions and
clothing, and in the most complete destitution. General
Bravo, fatigued by the eternal complaints and murmurs of
the soldiery, has been obliged to resign and abandon the
army. This confirms an article in the Mercurio, of which
the following is a translation.
“Every moment renders the position of the General
commanding the Army more difficult and painful. That
virtuous citizen has suffered alike from the vain and frivolous
promises of the government, and from the perfidy of the
contractors. Heisin absolute want of every thingjand yet,
up to this time, he has courageously sustained this hard sit
uation in the hope that sooner or later his difficulties
would have an end. The 150,000dollars which Quintana
promised should.be sent him, have not arrived, and from
all appearances never will. The provisions ordered at N.
Orleans, and for which $30,000 ought to have been re
mitted, have been expected in vain. In these circumstanc
es public confidence is annihilated, and the commissary
not having it in his power to collect a cent from any
branch of revenue, can obtain no credit, and thus Gener
al Bravo, with 6000 men on his hands, is left without the
means of paying or feeding them. Such is the situation of
the chief-of the army: such is the condition into which
the government and its contractors have thrown us. As it
is impossible to calculate the results of this painful situa
tion we have thought ourselves obliged to make it known
in order that should any misfortune happen, the authors of
it may not be concealed,”

to date from the reduction of the copper coin 50 per
cent.
From the Sandwich Islands.—We have received a file of
the “Sandwich Island Gazette and Journal of Commerce”
o Nov. 19th. It is published weekly in English, at Ho
nolulu, in the island of Oahu, and at the above date had
reached its 17th number. The Editor’s name is not an
nounced in the imprint.
The number of American vessels in port was 21, chiefly
whale-ships. The British sloop of war, Acteon was also
jn port,—her commander, Lord Edward Russel, having
concluded an arrangement in behalf of the British govern
ment, with His Sandwich Island Majesty Kauikeaouli,
(Tamehomeha 3rd) for the protection of British subjectg
and their property—Mercury.

Spain.—Don Sebastian was at Irun on the 1st of April
with the main Carlist Army. His presence had occasion
ed the move of a French Regiment to the frontier. Evans
Espartero, and Irribarren were all in their respective
quarters of San Sebastian Bilboa, and Pamplona.
A letter from St. Sebastian, under date 30th ult. states,
that all expectation of renewed combined operations by the
Christino Generals was out of the question, that Espartero had evacuated Duranno, and with his army of 25,000
men had re-entered Bilboa and was busily engaged in
strengthening the works of that place.
Letters from Bayonne state; that the head quarters of
Don Carlos, were still on the 27th ult. at Estella. The
reports received there from divers points claimed advantag
es gained over the Christinos. From Catalonia the Carlist partisans wrote that the entire province, with the excep
tion of the fortified places, was in the possession or at the
mercy of the Carlists.
Germany.—There is an English paper now published
at Vienna, called the Englishman. The study of our lar_
guagc has become quite fashionable in Austria.—N. YObserver.
NORTHERN AFRICA.

Plague at Tripoli.—The Portsmouth (Eng.) Chronicle
of April 3d: has the following;
We have letters and papers Pom Malta to the lltli ult.
They represent the state of the plague at Tripoli, accord
ing to the last advices, to be unmitigated. It was diflicu,^
for want of official returns, to estimate the actual mortal,
ity, but it is believed to he not less than 100 daily, and
the number of persons who have fallen victims to the dis.
ease from its commencement is stated to be upwards of
30,000, a great number considering the population of the
Regency. Gen Sheikah, who was called on to produce 30
men, could only produce one besides himself; another had
only seven alive out of 150: a third found with difficulty
330, out of 1000, which was his contingent; and thus the
formation of an army to act against the Sheikah Wooma,
who is strongly posted in the Gharrian mountains was
found impracticable. The disease is said even to attack
animals, many horses having died with the usual swellings
in fact the horrors and miseries of the place are beyond
description, and the present visitation is a final stroke of
misfortune to that devoted country. Many of the Euro
pean consuls have left the place, and among them Consul
General Warrington, who has taken his family to Malta
for safety, although he himself waited only a favorable wind
to return to Tripoli. At Malta, no less than four hundred
were in the Lazeret, but not the slightest symptom of plague
was evinced.
Persia__ The last accounts from this quarter may be
considered as satisfactory. The young Schah has at length
abandoned his enterprises against those independent tribes
upon the borders, which are under the protection of the
East India Company. The last accounts stated that he
had changed his course from Herat to the hanks of the
Goargoan river.
This alteration in the Schah’s policy is not ascribed di
rectly to the remonstrances of the British offiters, but ap
pears, notwithstanding, to have been in a great degree in
fluenced by it. These officers, it appeared, persisted in
their resolution of not proceeding to Herat with the Schah
but no offence was taken at it.
The capital as well as the south of Persia generally, was
not expected to remain in a tranquil state on the King’s
further advance. And his best advisers had strongly urged
upon him the necessity of a return.
It is now certain that a religious league has been formed
against Persia by the Usbeks, Turkomans, and Heraties*
to which Bakhar has acceeded, and this will probably oc
casion a prolonged contest.
Syria.—Letters from Damascus, Jerusalem, and other
parts of Syria, mention, in terrific terms, an earthquake
which happened on the 1st of January at sunset. It seems
to have first shown itself to the North ot the Lake Tiberi
as, where there are many volcanic remains and explosive
elements in active operation. Its effects were very serious
for a distance of fifty miles in every direction, and at Jeinsalem and Aleppo the shock was felt. Upwards of 6 000 lives are supposed to have been lost, and much propeily and several villages are totally destroyed.—New York
Observer.
EGYPT.

Alexandria, March 4.—The Government here has re
ceived intelligence that the Grand Seignor has determined
to employ American naval officers in the command of h e
fleet, and that measures have already been taken to can T
this resolution into effect. If Mahmoud Ali should come
to the same determination, the combined fleets of Turkey
and Egypt would then present a formidable front against
uch a naval power as Russia, whose fleet, at present, is
little better manned than theirs, and not so well paid, and
who would thus be placed decidedly at a disadvantage.

SUBSCRIPTIONS RECEIVED.
Cincinnati.—Samuel Wiggin, $2.
Circleville—John Vaughan, $2.
Dayton---- Dorson Edwards, $2.
Gambier—Mr. Wiltoxon, $2, Thomas J. Stockct, $2,
Mardinbro’ White, $2.
Granville.—Dr. William S. Richards, $2.
Lucasville.—Miss F. A. S. Maston, $1.
Newark—John Hurst, $2.
Portsmouth__ Wilson Gates, $2, Aaron Kinney, $2.
Radnor. — Rev. Abraham Edwards $2.
Troy—Dr. Asa Coleman, $2, J. H. McLung, $2.
Detroit, (Mick.)—C. McKinstry, $2.
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POETRY
Lines
Written in the Church-Yard of Richmond, Yorkshire, by
Herbert Knowles, who died TEtat. 19, Feb. 17, 1817.

•• It is good for us to be here : if thou wilt, let us make
hete three tabernacles; one for Thee, and one lot Moses,
and one for Elias.”—Matt. xvii. 4.
Methinks it is good to be here:
If thou wilt, let us build-but for whom?
Nor Elias nor Moses appear,
But the shadows of eve that encompass the gloom,
The abode of the dead, and the place of the tomb.

Shall we build to Ambition ? Oh, no !
Affrighted he shrinketh away ;
For, see! they would pin him below,
In a small narrow cave and begirt with cold clay,
To the meanest of reptiles a peer and a prey.
To Beauty ? Ah, no!—she forgets
The charms which she wi.lded before—
Nor knows the foul worm that he frets
The skin which but yesterday fools could adore,
For the smoothness it held, or the tint which it wore.

Shall we build to the purple of Pride—
The trappings which dizen the proud ?
Alas ! they are all laid aside—
And here’s neither dress nor adornment allowed,
But the long winding-sheet, and the fringe of the shroud.
To Riches? Alas! ’tis in vain—
Who hid, in their turn have been hid—
The treasures are squandered again—
And here in the grave are all metals forbid,
But the tinsel that shone on the dark coffin lid.
To the pleasures which Mirth can afford,—
The revel, the laugh, and the jeer?
Ah ! here is a plentiful board!
But the guests are all mute as their pitiful cheer,
And none but the worm is a reveller here!

Shall we build to Affection and Lovo?
Ah, no! they have withered and died,
Or fled with the spirit above,—
Friends, brothers, and sisters, are laid side by side,
Yet none have saluted, and none have replied !
Unto Sorrow? The dead cannot grieve,—
Not a sob, not a sigh meets mine ear,
Which compassion itself could relieve!
Ah! sweetly they slumber, nor hope, love, or fear,—
Peace, Peace, is the watch-word, the only one here !

Unto Death, to whom monarchs must bow ?
Ah, no! for his empire is known,
And here there are trophies enow !
Beneath, the cold dead, and around, the dark stone,
Are the signs of a sceptre that none may disown.

I he first tabernacle to IIote we will build,
And look for the sleepers around us to rise !
The second to Faith, which ensures it fulfilled,—
And the third to the Lamb of the great sacrifice,
Who bequeathed us them both when he rose to the skies!
Qit. fill, 1816.

Herbert.

MISSIONARY.
From the Episcopal Recorder.
I send you herewith a communication of a very inter
esting character, received a few weeks since from brother
Southgate, 1 know that many of your readers feel a deep
interest in the field of labor upon which this beloved mis
sionary is about entering, and I have no doubt that it will
be truly gratifying to the-m to have the opportunity of read
ing this letter. I will send you a communication next
week recently received from Mrs. Hill.
Your affectionate brother.
John A. Clark.

Constantinople. Dec. 8, 1836.
My Dear Mr. C—If you had ever been a
stranger in a strange land, amidst scenes and
fears which remind one of what is familiar to
him, only by constrast, you would readily im
agine how welcome was your letter o( Septem
ber 16, received yesterday. It was doubly so,
as being the first that I have had from an epis
copal friend since I left America I have been
absent the greater part of a year and in all that
time have not had a word ot tidings from the
Church, excepting of the ordination of my
colleague, and the death of our venerable bish
op—both of which I learned from a political
paper. From Greece I have heard nothing
but the arrival of Mrs. Hill and Mr. and Mrs.
Bennett. Their coming had been announced
by a vessel which arrived before them, and I
confidently expected that Dr. Savage would he
in their company. The disappointment was
considerable for a time, and the more so as it
throws, all my plans into confusion. I now feel
it to be better to leave all to God. The work
is his, and the more unreservedly I can commit
it to his guidance, the stronger is the assurance
that I have of its success. I see clearly the
course which I think would be best, but he may
see otherwise, and may his will be done!
I am rejoiced to hear that the cause of mis
sions is on the advance in the Church. The
more intimately acquainted I become with mis
sionary operations, the stronger is my convic
tion that she has an important part to bear in
the evangelization of the world. Her Episco
pal constitution gives her peculiar advantages
for the prosecution ot the missionary work:—
docs it not also impose upon her peculiar obli
gations? Her system has not yet been fully
carried out abroad. Ihe Episcopacy is nowhere
seen in her foreign missions. And yet,if I mis
take not, this her distinguishing feature is just
that which best fits her to give unity, strength
and permanency to her efforts among an un
evangelized people. I am glad too, to hear that
a new interest is awakened among you in be
half of the Greeks. It is a good work ; I hope
that it will go forward. Said a pious Greek
to me the other day, “Why is it that your
Church has done so little for their Episcopal
brethren of the East?” The question does not
assume too much. They are our brethren, they
hold the same faith, though marred by many
and gross superstitions. They belong to that
household to which we are especially required
to do good. “I love,” said the friend to whom
I have just alluded, “I love to hear the Greeks
called brethren by the American Christians.—
That is the light in which they should regard us.
We are, indeed, for the most part, ignorant
and destitute of spiritual life, but we have the
doctrines and the form of the church of Christ
we are, therefore, Christians.” It affords me as
much pleasure to know that there is in the
Church an increasing interest in behalf of the
Eastern Christians as if it were all directed to

my own work. I rejoice that the same hearts
which feel for the Mohammedans, feel also for
the Greeks, the Chinese, and the Africans.—
The great command upon which the cause of
missions is based, prescribes the only true lim
its for our zeal—all the world and every crea
ture.
While I am writing, the Turks are ushering
in their Ramazan with the discharge of cannon
and the beating of drums. Not from joy that
the season of penitence and fasting is come but
merely to announce the fact to thefaithful. As
the Turkish month is lunar the Ramazan passes
successively through every season of the year.
It is itself a month commencing with the new
moon. The Turks, however, do not depend
upon astronomical calculation to learn when
their abstinence must begin. It is necessary
that the new moon be seen by at least two in
dividuals. A cloudy sky, it is said, sometimes
shortens the Ramezan by a few days, but gen
erally some of the more rigid are found ready
to take oath that they have been favored with
a glimpse of the luminary. The time of fasting
is from sunrise to sunset, or, as the Koran and
Mussulman commentators more particularly de
fine it, between those two points of morning and
evening twilight when one can distinguish a
white thread from a black. During this time,
the Turk takes no nourishment whatever, he
lays aside his pipe, at other times his constant
companion, and, if very strict in his observance
would deem it violated even by a wistful look at
food. By the devout the day is spent in silent
meditation or in the mosques, while the labor
ing class, depending upon their daily occupa
tions for their bread, are compelled to pursue
them with exhausted strength. To this class
the fast is very oppressive when it falls in the
days of summer, but they hear it with that calm
endurance so characteristic of the Turk. Such
is the day. But when the evening queen an
nounces its close, the scene changes. The
Cafe’s are opened, the mosques are brilliantly
illuminated, the Turk smiles again and makes
amends for his protracted abstinence, as the
Koran permits him to do.
Dec. 10. During the Ramazan the sultan
attends prayers daily in one of the imperial mos
ques. He passed to day on his return to his
palace, alone in his chariot, guiding his six
horses with his own hand. A simple fact like
this will give you a better idea of the man than
any formal description can convey. His char
acter and policy, so intimately blended as they
are with the hopes and prospects of Turkey,
have been to me a most interesting subject of
inquiry. His character I admire, because his
views are elevated and just. His policy has
sometimes been erroneous, but its errors have
been the imimation of the faults of Christian
nations whose institutions he is ambitions to em
ulate. His character has been formed by a
severe discipline, but it has taught him the
need of the reforms which he has undertaken.—
My hope and prayer is that his reign may be the
dawn of a bright and glorious future for Tur
key.
I have some things to add which I must re
serve for another sheet. In the mean time, be
lieve me yours, with true affection,
•
II. Southgate.

Constantinople Dec. 12, 1836.
My Dear Friend,—The plans to which I al
lude in my letter of the 8th, as frustrated by
the absence of Dr. Savage; were concerted with
the design of leaving for Persia by the first ol
January. They cvuld not of course be fully
settled before his arrival, hut my own convic
tion was, that we ought to go as early as the
time mentioned. It is a cold and weary way
over the mountains of Asia Minor in the winter
but if we do not go then we cannot move till
May. Our plain course is, to learn our duty,
and then to perform it without hesitation. I
cannot tell you how much you h&ve refreshed
and strengthened me by the assurance that I
have the prayers of your Church. How often,
in my lonely journeyings, and amidst my la
bors here, have I asked—Do the brethren of St.
Andrew’s still remember and pray for me? It is
a precious and unspeakable consolation to know
that they do. I feel it engages God in my
work. It brings infinite strength to sustain my
weakness,infinite wisdom to guide my ignorance.
I have no hope, not the least, that the under
taking in which we are embarked will be pros
pered without prayer. If any thing shall be ac
complished by it for the promotion of the Re
deemer’s kingdom, it will be only because God
conducts the work—and for this he will be in
quired of. This is not a doctrine which dis
courages us ffom effort in our power. On the
contrary I find, for myself, that my hopes of
success and my zeal in labor, are always mea
sured by the assurance which I have of the di
vine oversight and direction; and the strong
est assurance that I can have, is the knowledge
that my work is remembered in the prayers of
Christians- I may venture to say there is not a
missionary in the world who has not the same
view and feelings—who would not that the
Church should withhold from him every other
support rather than prayer. Without this all
other support is wasted. It is delightful to know
that my work and myself are and will he borne
up before God, upon the-hearts of at least one
Church. The brethren will feel assured that
their prayers are answered by the encourage
ment which it gives me to know that they are
offered. And must I not attribute it to them
that I have thus far been kept and prospered;
that I have been sustained in every trial and
blest exceeding abundantly above all I had ask
ed or thought? The first Monday evening of
the month will now he dearer to me than ever.
I will remember it with you in all my wander
ings, in the desert and in the mountain, in the
city and in the plain.
I wrote you several weeks ago by way of
Smyrna. Since then my time has been occu 
pied as J*eforc. I wish that it were in my pow
er to
you more frequently; but every
hour is filled up, and I still see many things that
might usefully engage my attention, which I
am compelled to neglect. When I arrived here
I found myself, as it were in a new world. All
that I had before seen or known, or felt, was
Western. Here every thing seemed to belong
to a new order of things. Of the East, I saw
that I was not only profoundly ignorant but
thatl was whollyincompetent to judge of it with
out forming an entire new standard. It is hum
bling, and at first view, rather discouraging to
finds one s self a child again. But it isneecssary

to become so in order to prepare for a right
judgment upon the condition and character of
the East. This gives to the missionary, who
would well perform’his work, or labor at the out
set, sufficient to occupy tor a time all his
thoughts. I look upon my few months’ resi
dence in Constantinople as more advantageous
in this respect than tor the acquisition of the
language. The latter, indeed, is attended with
many difficulties and a slow progress. In this
city, visited by so many foreigners, it is impos
sible to find a competent teacher ot lurkish.
The Turks themselves, for the most part, speak
no other language than their own. My first
teacher was a Turk, who taught me the alpha
bet and to read—and there we were obliged
to stop. I have since had a foreigner who
speaks French and Turkish, but a foreigner s
Turkish, unless he has .given the language a
thorough study, is always corrupt.
Constantinople is now suffering from the ra
vages of the plague. My own health has been
somewhat impaired of late by the confinement
to which I have been compelled to subject my
self. We are anxiously waiting for cold wea
ther, which never tails tojquell the disease. At
present the weather is delightful. 'Ihe autum
nal rains have clothed the fields with a fjesh
green. The flocks are abroad and all nature is
rejoicing as at the opening of Spring. At such
a time as this, how awful it is to stand in the
midst of a vast multitude and see thousands
falling around you like the leaves of autumn!
What a lesson to us to be always ready! Yet
how few read it aright! Men still pursue their
business and their pleasure, but who reflects that
in a few hours he may be in the hopeless deli
rium of disease, and the next, hour in eternity?
How sweet at such a time is a hope which reach
es beyond this mortal life, and how full of com
fort is the thought that in the path of duty we
have nothing to fear, that God will keep us till
our work is done, and then call us home to our
reward/
I still hope that Dr. S. will arrive in season
for us to leave soon after the first of January,
in which case it may be impracticable for me
to write, especially as I have a sermon to pre
pare for Christmas. Present my kindest regards
to your family. Assure the dear brethren of
your Church of my warmest affection. May
all that they ask and do for the perishing world
be returned in hundred fold blessings on them

Since the commencement of their own labor, saying, he drew the sleeVe of his jacket twice or thrice a
eyes, and mastering his grief within his breast walk'll
the friends of this school have witnessed, with his
to his station as if nothing had happened.
’
Kca
unfeigned pleasure, the establishment of sever
In the same ship, and nearly about the same time ,1
al kindred institutions in the town and its im people were bathing along side in a calm at sea. It is’ cu‘s^
mediate neighborhood, to two of which they tomary on such occasions to spread a studding sail on tlia
cheerfully lend a helping hand in the discharge water by means of lines from the fore and main yard-arms
for the use of those who either cannot swim, or who are not
of their delightful duties.
expert in this art, so very important to all seafaring pe0_
Nor has the instruction, imparted in the pie. Half dozen of the ship’s boys were floundering
school itself, been without the divine blessing about in the sails, anil sometimes even venturing beyond
resting upon it. I might tell of a pleasing the leech rope. One of the least of these urchins, but
number who have heard the lessons of their not the least courageous ot their number, when taunted by
more skillful companions with being afraid, struck out
teachers with profit. I could tell of one who his
boldly beyond the prescribed bounds. He bad not got
listened to an address on the way to heaven, and much farther than his own length, however, along the sur
and was disposed by its means to set out on the face of the fathomless sea, when his heart failed him, poor
road there; I could tell of another, who, when little man; and along with his confidence, away also went
power of keeping his head above tho water. So
the case of the thief on the cross was spoken of his
down he sank rapidly, to the speechless horror of the oth
felt her need of the same mercy, sought, it and er boys, who of course, could lend the drowning child no
found it. I could have conducted my readers to help.
the death-beds of more than one of the chil The captain of the forecastle, a tall, fine-looking, harda-weather fellow, was standing on the shank of the sheet
dren who were taughtthe first prii ciples of re anchor
with his arms across, and his well varnished canvass
ligion here, who rejoiced in the visits, and priz hat drawn so much ovei his eyes, that it was difficult to tell
ed the prayers of their teachers in the closing whether he was awake or merely dozing in the sun as h •
hours of life; who spoke of the instructions leaned his hack against the fore-top-mast backstay, q-by
however, had been attentively watching the young
they received with pleasure, and entered the seaman,
party all the time, and rather fearing that mischief might
•lark valley of the shadow of death, singing ensue from their rashness, he had grunted out to them a
the high praises of God, which they had ac warning from time to time, to which they paid no sort of
quired in this Sabbath-school. I could point to j attention. At last he desisted, saying they might drown
more than one ot its present scholars, who themselves if they had a mind: for never a bit would he
i
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] help them,- but no sooner did the sinking figure of the adhave been known in secret, as well as before veipurous ,iule boy catch his eye> than, diver-fashion, he
their parents, to present the fervent petition for , joined the palms oi bis hands over his head, inverted his
mercy to the God of heaven: but let the last J position in one instant,and urging himself into swifter moday unfold these things more fully.
6on by a smart push with his feet against the anchor, shot
■vr
,
.
r ,
lii
-ri
' hea(I foremost into the water. The poor lad sunk so rapidNor has JtS usefulness ended here. I here ■ jy> tl>at he was at least a couple of fathoms under the surare those who have been drawn to the school face before he was arrested by the grip of the sailor, who
partly by curiosity, and have been prevailed on soon rose again, bearing the bewildered boy ill his hand,
to take a partin its business, who have found and calling to the other youngsteis to take care of their
.
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.i 1 companion, chucked bun right into the belly of the sail
the advantages of doing so by receiving the ] in-t£e midst of the party
fore sheet
party.. bThe
me rore
sneet was
was hangine
Hanging
love of the truth. I hey have been taught to in the calm, nearly into the water, and by it the dripping
seaman
scrambled
up
again
to
his
old
berth
on
the an
pray for that salvation, the knowledge of which
they have imparted to others; they have become chor, shook himself like a great New Foundland dog, and
then jumping on the deck, proceeded across the forecastle
attached to the people of God; they have unit to
shift himself.
ed with the church of Christ; they have been
At the top of the ladder he was stopped by the marine
the means of bringing Others under the sound ; officer, who had witnessed tile whole transaction, as he sat
of the gospel; and, in a word, they have cause across the gangway hammocks, watching the swimmers and
trying to get his own consent to undergo the labor of un
to bless God that ever they became in any way dressing.
Said the soldier to the sailor, “That was very
connected with the Sabbath-school.
well done of you, my man, and right well deserves a glass

Say so to the gun-room steward as you pass; and
tell him it is my orders to fill you out a stiff’ norwester.”—
The soldier’s offer was kindly meant, hut rather clumsily
timed, at least so thought Jack; for though he inclined his
BENGALI TROVERBS.----[CONCLUDED.]
head in acknowledgment of the intention, and instinctive
A calf may be chief in a pen of sheep. So the jackal may be ly touched his hat when spoken to by an officer, lie- made
tiger in a ginger groee.
no reply, till out of the marines hearing, when lie laughed
Both proverbs nre a sneer upon an insignificant or in
competent person boasting, among inferior people, ilepen-' or rather chuckled out to the people near him, “Does the
gentleman suppose I’ll take a glass of grog for savin"
selves.
dants, or those to whom he is a stranger, of his eminence good
a boys life?”—Captain Rasil Hall.
Most truly and affectionately yours,
and ability.
Though one should rise to heaven the pounding of corn would
H. Southgate.
not cease.
Londoniana.—The “ Great Metropolis," just published
P. S. I have just heard that the plague is
Said by, or in reference to, persons who cannot hope to by Theo. Foster, is one of the most interesting works im
subsiding. The number of deaths reported for escape from toil and trouble by any change of place or sit aginable. In reading it we were struck with some of its
the last week is much less than for the week uation.
statistical facts. We subjoin a few in relation to the
preceding. I have omitted to say some things Knows the clown the taste of wine, or does the frog know the “Lower Classes.”
taste of ginger, or does the ass relish the savour of honey.
The number of public prostitutes in London are estima
that I meant to have said; but other duties call
An answer to one who reviles or depreciates what he un ted at 80,000, eight thousand of whom die of a premature
me away, and I must close here.
II. S.
death every year.
derstands not.
In 14- of the principal gin-shops it is estimated that
A huge basket withoat either paddy or rice (o put in it.
In ridicule of useless and disproportionate preparation: 210,000 persons are visiters, for one or more glasses of gin,
SUNDAY SCHOOLS.
every week.
or of much ado about nothing.
It is computed that .€3,000,000 aye annually expended
He lags hold of the dog's tail to cidss the river.
For the Gambier Observer.
Said of one who scruples not to use the aid*of the igno by the lower classes in tht) single article of gin.
There arc not more than one in one hundred of this
ble, or employ mean expedients to effect hir object or ad
MY SUNDAY SCHOOL CLASS.
class who ever read the Bible.
vance bis interests.
’ • '
There are 800,000 who never attend church.
This is like bawling at Ram at the Charaoh,
’Twas God’s own holy day ; that hallowed morn
Nine out of ten of the young operatives aie stated to be
i. e., Calling aloud in the name of a friend lost in the
Of respite from the cares and toils of earth,
infidels.
crowd at the singing festival, where no'one has a chance
Was ushered with ten thousand gladsome hearts
of being heard for the hubbub.
For Sp ring’s returning sun.
Said of vain attempts to discourse amidst a tumult.
Wheat Fly.—It is said that one bushel of unslacked
Having the bunch, of fruit without mounting the tree:
*
Yon distant knell
Alluding to the anticipation of gains without counting lime, ground fine like Plaster of Paris, to the acre, and
Had warned me to my task, of duty and delight
sowed
in the Spring, just as the wheat begins to grow, will
the cost.
To pour glad tidings in the youthful mind ;
destroy the wheat fly.
A grave yard penitent.
Of God, and Christ, and holy men of old
Referring to one who has been brought by misfortune,
or the apprehension of death, to a momentary wisdom, ns
From Revelation’s hook. O’er yonder glen,
Notice.
speedily forgotten when his alarm subsides, or the pressure
A healthful group in sweet companionship
Samuel H. Smith,
is removed.
Knox Common Picas,
vs.
|
And hand in hand were lightly Wending
Look for eighteen wounds if you touch a tiger.
In Chancery,
The
Heirs
at
Law
of
I
Meaning that one has suffered, or may expect to suffer
Toward the house of God:—Immortal souls
Bill filed Oct. 21th, A. D. 1836.
D
avid Cole, dec’d.
much, in a difficult or hazardous undertaking.
Enclosed in mortal forms ! which seemed divine
rMIIE Bill stated that the Complainant, S. II. Smith,
The least crum of sugar-candy is sweet.
And unpolluted by the blight of sin:
Intending that small benefits and advantages enjoyed, or JL located lot No. 2 in the 1st quarter of the 8tb Town
’Twas sweet to gaze upon their ruddy lips
the least gifts and favors bestowed, are valuable, and not ship in the 11th Range in the United States Military tract
in said county of Knox, on a warrant in the name of Da
to be despised.
And smiling brows.
vid Cole, which Complainant had fur a valuable considera
Will tattooed marks disappear with washing?
My awe-struck heart reveres,
Applied to indelible disgrace, which is in vain attempt tion purchased from said Cole, and which said Cole assign
With sanctity of thought, the sacred trust
ed to Complainant, but owing to an informality in said as
ed to be effaced by any subsequent efforts.
Thieves watch Jor a feast or a holiday, or, ihe thief looks out signment the Patent for said lot came out in the name of
Imposed on me to guide the wayward youth
said Cole. The prayer is for a conveyance of said lot and
for a broken fence.
In paths divinely trod—to aid their feeble steps
Applied to evil minded persons on the watch for oppor fot general relief.
While trembling here in dread uncertainty ;
Notice is hereby given to said Defendants by order of
tunities of mischief.
To travel with a surer step to heaven.
the Court, that they appear at the next term of this Court
Tho bark stripped off of one tree will never stick to an
and plead answer or demur to said Bill, er the same will be
other.
Cleveland, March, 1837.
G. F. M.
A dissuasion from vain attempts to reconcile impossibil taken as confessed.
ities, or to effect unnatural coalitions, &c.
M. A. SAYRE, Sol-for Compl't.
From Beicher’s Pastoral Recollections, (London.)
The love of the insincere is like lines drawn on the water.
Attest, April 12th, 1837.
Showing bow vain it is to look for lasting friendship or
Alex’t. Elliott, Clerk.
PASTORAL RECOLLECTIONS OF THE SUNDAYattachment from the selfish or the hypocritical.
April 19—6t
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’TVs pricking the serpent's tail!
God scorns not humble things;
Said when a powerfulor malicious person is provoked by
Job Work.—Advertisements.
Here, though the crowd despise,
one to whom his resentment must he fatal.
The children of the King of king3
Nearly all kinds of Job work and the printing of Books
There is much wealth in the house but afflictive Providence
and Pamphlets will be done at this office with neatness and
Are training for the skies.
forbids the enjoyment of it.
J. Montgomery.
Uttered when grief, sickness, or other providential cal despatch.
Advertisements not inconsistent with the character and
takes away, amid abundant means, the powers of
The school to which I refer is situated in a amity,
design of the Observer, will beinserted on the usual terms;
enjoyment.
town containing four or five thousand inhabit Where is it, where is it? says he, with the curd in his hand,
ants: it was the first of the kind among this
THE OBSERVER
and parched rice on his lip.
i. e., The marks of the stolen food. Spoken when an
population: and its institution, in some degree,
IS PUBLISHED EVERY WEDNESDAY.
at least, was owing to-the zealous exertions of act is stoutly denied, of which the proof is yet manifestly
a devoted friend of Sabbath-schools who then clear.
TERMS.— Two Dollars and fifty cents per annum. If
I don’t drive you out but I'll plough up your court yard.
resided in London, but who occasionally visited
paid in advance, fifty cents will be deducted. No sub
A sarcastic reference to one who, amid protestations of
the neighborhood in which it exists. Its first inoffensiveness and good intention, does you actual mis scriptions received for a less term than one year. No
teachers knew little of the system, but (hey chief; or who indirectly effects what he abstains from open- paper? discontinued until all arrearages are paid, ex
cept at the option of the publishers.
possessed hearts warm in the cause, and motives
He is chief in the village,.thwait
is unpaid. .. ’ Those who may wish to have their papers discontinued
derived from a concern for the Divine glory,
Applied to one, wfio/'Wioug’ 1 jgHBilittU other ad
are requested to give notice thereof, at least thirty days
and the best interests of man. They had some vantage from his statiom ^fet nequirfjp;iBjfciice avid publici previous to the expiration of the term of their subscripdifficulties to subdue, and some prejudices to ty, and attracts notice and.respeA”^
, tion,otherwise it will be considered anew engagement.
All jackals have the^ame ho ’
conquer, but they found that “patientcontinu
Spoken in reproach of roguish deal
who «all *„* All communications relative to this paper, mustbe
ance in well doing" was the most effectual way alike
directed to the Rev. M. T. C. Wing, Gambier, Knox
aim to deceive and overreach;, I, her
u,thing Io
Co. Ohio
of silencing those who were disposed to hinder choose between them;, none better Allan atfotfL
•
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them.
R’/ A sweet mouth the wSlris aained.
of grog.

MISCELLANY.

Ohio
A
A year or two rolled along, and though they
had to regret that no very decisive change had Mess of
taken place in the hearts of the children, yet harshness
JwuTT'TY, .................. owmuvnvn
they were glad that some evils were prevented,
n. h. buell,..... :..... MXttl
that morality among the subjects ot their charge
P- ALDERMAN,.. Windsor,
J. W. SCHUCKF.RS....................
Wooster
A MAN OVERBOARD.
were increasing, and that they were growingly
_ .,
I DORSON EDWARDS............
Dayton,
Sailors are men ot rough habits, Out their feelings are Dr. ASA COLEMAN,.................. Troy, MiamkCo.
attentive to the instructions imparted. At this
..„t by any means so coarse; if they posses little prudence rowi avi1>EET’...................... Chillicothe.
time, an opening seemed to present itself to .1 or
worldly consideration, they are likewise very free from | WILLI Am'hhnt’....................... Cuyahoga Falls,
commence another school in a deplorably dark [ selfishness; generally speaking, too, they are much attach- JOHN HANFORD,’.’.’.'."’.’^
Middlebury./l
neighborhood. They hastened to embrace it; ed to one another, and will make great sacrifices to I Rev. H. S. SMITH. .................
Maumee, "
...................
.....
Liverpool.
but their zeal provoked “the village squire” to ] their messmates or shipmates when opportunities occur.
REV. WM. GRANVILLE, . ........... Medina,
I remember once, when cruising off Terceira, in the
BURR,................. Worthington,
take up the cause, and they retired, rejoicing j Endymion,
'
that a man fell overboard and was drowned.__ JOSEPH BASSETT....................... Canfield, Trumbull Co.
WM. A. SMALLWOOD........ Zanesville,
that the good they would have done, would be After the usual confusion and long search in vain, the Rev.
Rev. A. GUION............................... piqua
accomplished by others.
boats were hoisted up, and the hands called to make sail.__ BENJAMIN JOHNS,.................... Mansfield.
WILLIAM A KRUG. ................ Hamilton, Butler Co.
Another opportunity of a similar kind soon I was officer of the forecastle, and on looking about to see EBEN
BOULT,................................. Norwalk,
presented itself, which they embraced, and had if all the men were at their stations, missed one of the fore Rev. J. P. BA USMAN,................. Circleville
top men. Just at that moment I observed some one curl Rcv.E. BOYDEN, .......................... Cleveland,
the pleasure of instructing a goodly number of ed
SETH DAVIS. ...................... Ohio City,
‘
up, and apparently hiding himself under the bow of the Rev.
S. FULLER,............................. . Massillon,
children, praying with many of their parents, barge, between the boat and the booms. “Hillo!” I said S.REV.
ANSON CLARK................... Grafton,
‘
'
and reading to them sorrle of those admirable “who are you? What are you doing there you skulker?— REV. J. L. HARRISON................... Warren
REV. JAMES McELROY,............. Delaware,
sermons which the present age has furnished, Why are you not at your station.”
REV. S. A, BRONSON, ................. Granville'
“I am not skulking, sir,” said the poor fellow, the fur REV. T. BARROW......................... Akron,
‘
adapted for such places. Here they laboured
Rev. JOHN O’BRIEN,................. Monroe, Michigan,
in whose bronzed and weatherbeaten cheek were C.
for several years, not without pleasing indica rows
C. TROWBRIDGE, Esq............ Detroit,
running down with tears. The man we had just lost had
N. I.YSTER................................ Tecumseh,
tions of success, both among the children and been lus messmate and friend, he told me for ten years 1 Rev.
MONTGOMERY SCHUYLER...... Marshall
«■
Rev. WM. SUDDARDS................. Philadelphia, Penn
adults; nor did they give up the station till other begged his pardon, in full sincerity, for having used such HENRY
L. BOLT.MAN,.............. Pittsburgh,
schools were established, and a chapel built, harsh words to him at such a moment, and hid him go be Rev. Win. ARMSTRONG,.............. Wheeling, Va,
WILTBERGER,................. Washington,D. C.
where evangelical truth was proclaimed, which low to his berth for the rest of the day. “Never mind sir CHAS.
M. WHITE,.................................. New York.
never mind, said the kind-hearted seaman, “it can’t be R.
ROBERT JONES ............................ Crawfordsville, Indiana.
in some degree rendered their services unneces helped.
7 ou mean’t no barm, sir. 1 am as well on deck JOSEPH MITCHELL, .................... Natchez, Miss.
sary.
as below. Bill s gone, sir, but I must do my duty” So Rev. P. R. MINARD,..................... St. Louis,Missouri.

NICHOLAS TORODE ................. Brushin. Cook Co, Illinois,

